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Three-dimensional singular stress field at the front of a crack 
and lattice crack deviation (LCD) in a cubic single crystal plate
Reaz A. Chaudhuri*
Department o f  Materials Science and Engineering, 122 S. Central Campus Dr., 
Room 304, University o f  Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-0560, USA
( Received 6 July 2009; final version received 5 December 2009)
A novel eigenfunction expansion technique, based in part on separation of 
the thickness variable, is developed to derive three-dimensional asymptotic 
stress fields in the vicinity of the front of a semi-infinite through-crack 
weakening an infinite plate made of a homogeneous cubic single crystal. 
Crack-side boundary conditions and those that are prescribed on the top 
and bottom (free) surfaces of the cubic crystal plate are exactly satisfied. 
Explicit expressions for singular stress fields in the vicinity of the front of 
through-thickness cracks, weakening cubic single crystal plates subjected to 
far-field extension/bending (mode I), sliding shear/twisting (mode II) and 
antiplane shear (mode III) loadings are presented. The present investigation 
considers three through-crack systems (crack plane)[crack front] x [prop­
agation direction], (0 1 0 )[001] x [100], ( I l 0 )[0 0 1 ] x [110] and ( 110)[1 10] x 
[0 0 1 ], weakening cubic crystals, and their relatively easier cleavage planes 
for propagation. It also introduces a new concept of lattice crack deviation 
(LCD) barrier, which can explain the reported discrepancy between 
simulations and experiments with regards to crack deviation from a 
“difficult" cleavage system to an easier one. Additionally, the relationships 
of the easier cleavage systems based on the present solutions with the 
structural chemistry aspects of various single crystals, such as bcc alkali 
metals, bcc transition alkali metals, fee transition metals, group IVA 
(diamond cubic) elements, usually ionic compounds (rock salt and fluorite 
structures), covalent compounds (zinc blende structure), etc., are also 
discussed. Finally, the LCD parameter is strongly correlated with the 
anisotropic ratio for the cracked cubic crystal concerned.
Keywords: three-dimensional eigenfunction; stress singularity; stress inten­
sity factor; crack front; lattice crack deviation barrier; cubic single crystal; 
bond shear strain
1. Introduction
Single crystals are being increasingly used in high tem perature applications, such as 
gas turbine ro tor blades, prim arily because o f their creep resistance. O ther possible 
and potential applications include rocket m otor nozzles and spacecraft nose cones, 
power plants, refineries, chemical processing plants and so on. Creep deform ation 
and rupture are initiated in the region o f grain boundaries o f a polycrystalline metal
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or alloy, and procccd by sliding and separation. Thus, crccp rupture failures are 
intercrystalline, in contrast to the transcrystalline room  tem perature fatigue failures 
[1]. The problem o f intercrystalline failure is partially alleviated by coarse grain size, 
which reduces the length o f grain boundary, and is altogether eliminated by the 
employm ent o f single crystal materials.
Cubic single crystals, which are characterized by the highest level o f symmetry 
(with the exception o f isotropic one), occupy a special place in m aterials technology, 
because o f the preponderance o f these m aterials in both traditional and m odern 
(high technology) industrial applications (roughly 30% o f 5572 inorganic crystals 
listed by Nowacki [2] belong to this category). F o r example, many im portan t metals, 
such as Fe, Cu, Ag, Au, Al, Ni, Pt, etc., are widely used, and some o f them, e.g. Cu 
and Fe, have defined hum an civilizations. M gO (magnesia), with a rock salt unit cell, 
is a traditional refractory ceramic widely used in the steel industry. U 0 2 (uranium  
dioxide) is a reactor fuel ceramic that can accom m odate fission products, such as 
helium gas, in the unoccupied volume near the center o f its fluorite unit cell, w ithout 
troublesom e swelling [3]. B aT i0 3 (barium  titanate), which has perovskite unit cell 
above 120,JC, and other perovskite ceramics have im portant ferroelectric and 
piezoelectric properties. Electronic ceramics such as B aT i0 3 and m agnetic ceramics 
such as N iFe20 4 (nickel ferrite), with inverse spinel unit cell, represent the largest 
part o f the industrial ceramics m arket. YSZ (Y 20 3-stabilized Z r 0 2), a cubic single 
crystal ceramic with perovskite structure, is used in solid oxide fuel cells.
The m ost im portant cubic single crystals are, however, the intrinsic elemental 
sem iconductors o f group IVA o f the periodic table, i.e. Si (silicon) and Ge 
(germanium) o f ultrahigh purity (with diam ond cubic structure), and their extrinsic 
versions, wherein very small am ounts o f dopants are added in a highly controlled 
way. Almost equally im portant are intrinsic com pound sem iconductors formed from 
elements near group TVA, such as TTT-V (e.g. AlSb, G aP, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, 
TnSb) and II-V I (e.g. ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe, CdS, CdTe, HgTe) com pounds with zinc 
blende unit cells as well as their extrinsic versions.
Stroh [4], following the lead o f Eshelby et al. [5], appears to be am ong the first to 
study the weakening effect o f a crack in two-dimensional anisotropic single crystals 
o f which the cubic forms a special case, since these m aterials are characterized by 
three independent elastic constants [6,7] and display the highest level o f symmetry 
am ong the family o f single crystals. The study by Sih et al. [8 ] pertaining to the 
two-dimensional singular stress field at the tip o f a crack weakening an anisotropic 
plate, can be employed to its cubic single crystal counterpart. O ther follow-up studies 
pertaining to cracks in two-dimensional anisotropic solids include Cherepanov [9], 
Sham and Zhou [10] and A rgatov and N azarov [11] am ong others. Significant 
progress in research on a two-dimensional cracked anisotropic solid notw ithstand­
ing, the corresponding progress in its three-dimensional counterpart appears to be 
m arked by its complete absence. This is because m athem atical difficulties posed by 
problem s pertaining to the three-dimensional cracked solids, including single cubic 
crystals, are substantially greater than their two-dimensional counterparts. M ore 
im portant, the above papers that employ the Lekhnitskii (e.g. [8,9]) and Stroh (e.g. 
[10]) type form ulations are all based on complex variables. Since the three­
dimensional space is too small to accom m odate the next higher dimensional analog 


























































these complex variables based techniques are by themselves not adequate in solving 
problem s pertaining to three-dimensional cracked anisotropic solids. The first 
objective o f the present paper is to bridge this long-standing m athem atical gap.
Because o f its im portance to the m odern electronics industry, and also because 
silicon can be produced as a virtually dislocation-free single crystal [12,13], crack 
propagation in this cubic crystal has been investigated experimentally (see, for 
example, [14-26]) as well as com putationally, e.g. [26-32] (atomistic simulation 
using both m olecular dynamics and density functional theory or a hybrid 
approach) for its fracture characteristics by a num ber of researchers. O ther 
im portant cubic single crystals that have been investigated include gallium arsenide 
(GaAs) [33,34] and tungsten (W) [35-38] am ong others. Cracks in silicon single 
crystals have been observed in the transmission electron microscope to propagate 
in the absence o f dislocations [13]. Silicon is reported to have two principal 
cleavage planes: {111} planes, usually the easy cleavage planes [17] and {110} 
planes [16]. Different crack propagation directions have been investigated for both 
crack planes using atom istic sim ulations by Perez and Gum bsch [28]. In GaAs, 
because o f its ionicity, brittle fracture would produce two charged surfaces on 
{111} planes, thus m ore or less ruling them out as cleavage planes [33]. However, 
only neutral surfaces would be produced on {1 1 0 } planes upon cleavage, making 
them the preferred cleavage planes in G aA s. M argevicius and Gum bsch [33] have 
experimentally investigated fracture toughness o f GaAs, and also different crack 
propagation directions on {1 1 0 }, the easy cleavage planes for polar semiconduc­
tors. M ore recently, Kcrm odc et al. [26] have investigated low-speed propagation 
instabilities in silicon using quantum -m echanical hybrid, multiscale modeling and 
single-crystal fracture experiments.
Two long-standing issues pertaining to the phenom enon o f brittle fracture in 
single crystals relate to the ability (or lack thereof) to predict m ore favorable or 
easier cleavage planes as m entioned above, and the associated phenom enon of 
crack deviation, which constitute the second objective o f the present investigation. 
As Perez and Gum bsch [28] have rightly observed, anisotropy with respect to the 
crack propagation direction is difficult to understand theoretically, which is the 
prim ary focus o f the present investigation. This is especially true for the three­
dimensional crack problem , which has remained a challenge to the researchers in 
the field.
Thom son et al. [39] have been the first to discover the m anifestation o f the lattice 
trapping effect in a finite stability range o f stress intensity factors for a crack o f given 
length. The m agnitude o f the lattice trapping strongly changes with the bonding 
characteristics [40-42]. On the atomic scale, the breaking o f the bonds naturally 
depends on their orientation with respect to the loading axis. K ohloff et al. [43] have 
shown through atomistic sim ulations that the lattice trapping effect [39] is 
anisotropic with respect to the orientation o f the crack front on a given cleavage 
plane. The effect o f lattice trapping in a Si single crystal has m ore recently been 
investigated by Perez and Gum bsch [28], and Bernstein and Hess [30] through 
atom istic simulations. M argevicius and Gum bsch [33] and Riedle et al. [38] have 
experimentally investigated the same in m onocrystalline G aA s and W, respectively. 
M ore im portantly, Riedle et al. [38] have m easured fracture toughness o f four 




























































(liquid nitrogen tem perature). A t 77 K, the dislocation activity is not substantial, 
which has prom pted them to conclude that "the brittle fracture process itself must be 
anisotropic", with respect to not only to the plane but also to the direction of crack 
propagation [38]. Such anisotropy has been explained by these authors [38] in terms 
o f the discrete atom istic nature of the crystal, and has been considered to be a 
"consequence of anisotropic lattice trapping".
Perez and Gum bsch [28] have observed two distinct types o f bond breaking 
processes: (i) a continuous process w ithout pronounced structural relaxations leading 
to a small lattice trapping range, and (ii) a clearly discontinuous abrupt bond 
breaking event resulting in a large lattice trapping range. Low lattice trapping results 
in low fracture toughness and easy propagation of cracks in directions in which a 
continuous bond breaking occurs [28]. The discontinuous bond breaking process 
which results from higher lattice trapping, in contrast, pertains to structural 
rearrangem ents and relaxations involving about 8 to 10  atom s in the immediate 
vicinity o f the crack tip or front [28]. This would lead to higher fracture toughness. 
G reat strides m ade in the com puter sim ulations notw ithstanding, any agreement of 
simulation results with experiments can at best be deemed qualitative [28]. F o r 
silicon, propagation in the "difficult" direction predicted by Perez and Gum bsch [28] 
via simulation could not be seen in cleavage experiments [17,28]. W hereas 
experiments would exhibit a deviation of the crack onto an inclined plane, the 
crack would continue to propagate in the original plane according to simulations 
[28]. The present investigation intends to resolve this issue by introducing a new 
concept of lattice crack deviation (LCD) param eter, which can explain the above­
m entioned discrepancy between sim ulations and experiments.
In what follows, a simple, yet novel eigenfunction expansion type m ethod, based 
on the partial separation of r-variables technique [44-47], is developed to obtain 
three-dimensional asym ptotic displacement and stress fields in the vicinity of the 
front o f a semi-infinite crack weakening a cubic single crystal plate. Section 2 
provides a m athem atical statem ent o f the problem  under investigation. The solution 
o f a new eigenfunction expansion m ethod is developed to obtain explicit expressions 
for three-dimensional asym ptotic singular stress fields in the vicinity o f a point 
located at the front of a crack, subjected to the free-free crack-side boundary 
condition. The general approach is outlined in Section 4. Expressions for the singular 
stress field in the vicinity o f a (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] crack front weakening a plate subjected to 
anti-plane shear loading are presented in Section 4. Expressions for the singular 
stress fields in the vicinity of the fronts o f two different through-eraeks, namely, 
(010)[001] and (110)[001], shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, weakening a cubic 
single crystal plate subjected to extension/bending are presented in Sections 5 and 6 , 
respectively. The details o f the m athem atical derivation o f the solutions for the mode 
I/'II loading case, involving complex and imaginary roots, are presented in 
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively. Expressions for displacements and 
singular stress fields in the neighborhood of the front o f the through-crack, 
( 1 1 0 )[1 1 0 ](not shown), weakening a cubic single crystal plate subjected to anti-plane 
shear and extension/bending are presented in Section 7 and Appendix 3. Appendix 4 
presents com parisons (i.e. similarities/dissimilarities) o f solutions involving complex 
and imaginary roots with their isotropic counterpart. Sections 8 and 9 present the 






























































Figure 1. Schematic of the top half of a cubic crystal weakened by a (010) [001] through-crack.
Figure 2. Schematic of the top half of a cubic crystal weakened by a (110)[001] through-crack.
analysis, respectively, while their m athem atical details are presented in A ppendix 5 
and A ppendix 6 , respectively. S tructure-fracture property relationships for certain 
classes o f cubic crystals are presented in Section 10, whereas some im portant and 
interesting numerical results are presented in Section 11.
2. Formulation of the problem of a (010)f001] through-crack propagating along the 
[100] direction
The Cartesian coordinate system (.v, v, z) is convenient to describe the deform ation 
behavior in the vicinity o f a semi-infinite crack weakening an  infinite plate made o f a 
hom ogeneous cubic single crystal m aterial (Figure 1). The cleavage plane considered 
is (010), which belongs to the {100} family o f planes. Here, the z-axis is placed along 
the straight crack front [0 0 1 ], whereas the coordinates .v [1 0 0 ], v [0 1 0 ], are used to 
define the direction along the length o f the crack (propagation direction) and the 
direction transverse to it, respectively, in the middle plane o f the plate, u, v and vv 





























































The stress-strain relationships for a cubic single crystal are given by [6,7]
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where c u, i\ j  — 1, . . . .  6 , denotes the elastic stiffnesses o f  a cubic single crystal plate, s,y, 
i , j — 1 , . . . .  6 , denotes the corresponding elastic com pliances. The three equilibrium  
equations for a linear elastic solid, m ade o f  a cubic single crystal material, can be 
expressed in terms o f  the displacement com ponents, u , i\ and u\ as follows:
d-u„  „  „  „  „  „  „  , f r w
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The boundary conditions include those at the plate faces and crack-side surfaces. The 




rY- =  tv~ — cr- =  0 ,
U — V — H’ =  0,




whereas those at the crack-side free surfaces are m ore conveniently expressed in local 
cylindrical polar coordinates, 0  — ± n ,  and are given as follows:
CXij — Tr() — T<i — 0. (4)
The assumed displacement functions for the three-dimensional crack problem under 
consideration are selected on the basis o f  separation o f  r-variables [44-47]. These are 
as given below:
u(x, v ,r) =  cxp(ikz)U {x,  v), 
i’(.w v ,r) =  cxp(/A-r)F(.v.v), 






























































where k  e  Z , the set o f integers. It may be noted that since the z-dependent term and its 
first partial derivative can either be bounded and integrable a t m ost adm itting 
ordinary discontinuities, o r the first partial derivative can at worst be square integrable 
(in the sense o f Lebesgue integration) in its interval z e [ —hji] ,  i.e. adm itting 
singularities weaker than square roo t (i.e. e > 0 ), it can be represented by
Fourier series. The la tter case is justified by the R iesz-Fischer theorem  [48], and its 
physical implication is that o f satisfying the criterion o f finiteness o f local strain energy 
and  path  independence [49]. Thus, the separation o f the z-dependent term, which is the 
key to solving a three-dimensional crack problem , is a direct consequence o f the R iesz- 
Fischer theorem. Substitution o f Equation (5) into Equation (1) yields the following 
system o f coupled partial differential equations (PDEs):
a2u  a2u  rr ,  ^ d2v  , a w  A
Cll —— +  C66 -r—5—1“ +  (ci2 +  c66) “---”---- b  (^12 +  c66)~— — 0 , (6 a)
9.Vj 9 v j  o.v'i o v i o.v'i
a2u  a2v  a2 v  a w
(Cl2 +  c66)“-------- b  c66T T  +  C \\  —— +  Cfi6 ^ +(^12 +  c66)“ — =  0, (6 b)
o.v'i o v i 9.Vj 9 v j  9 v i
a u  a v  d r w  a2w
(f 12 +  Cto)—  +  ( c n  +  Cbb)~— +  Cbb +  f 66 -T -r  +  f  l :i W  =  0, (6c)
9 v i 9j'i 9.Vj 9 v j
where
.vi =  ikx ,  vi =  iky. (7)
3. Singular stress fields in the vicinity of a (010)f001] through-crack weakening a 
cubic single crystal plate subjected to general loading
The solution to the system o f coupled partial differential equations. Equations (6 ), 
subjected to the m ost general loading, can now be sought in the form o f the following 
modified Frobenius type series in terms of the variable x t + p y \  as follows:
OQ OQ
U{.xu y i ) =  rti+«(-Vl +  P-Vl )s+2"+1 +  +  p y i f +2" '  (8a>
n=0 n= 0
OQ OQ
V (x \ , v i) =  ^  b's+n(x i  +  py i  )s+2" +1 +  ^  />j+»(a-i +  py i  )s+2", (8b)
n=0 n= 0
OQ OQ
FF(.vi, Vi) =  J 2  r U»(-v'i +  p y i  )''+2” +  J 2  ^+»(-Vi +  py i  )s+2" +1 • (8c)
n=0 n= 0
O ut o f the various com binations, such as ( a \ b \ d \  (a ,b ,c ) ,  ( a \b ,c ) ,  ( a ,b \c ) ,  
(a ,b ,c ') ,  (a \ b \ c ), ( a \b ,c ' ) ,  and ( a ,b \c ' ) ,  only the first two groupings can produce 



























































This step permits separation o f the mode III from the modes I/II for the problem 
under investigation. Needless to m ention, the separation o f  the m ode III from mode 
I/II loadings cannot be guaranteed for every class o f  elastic anisotropic materials, 
e.g. triclinic.
4. Singular stress fields in the vicinity of a (010)|001| through-crack along |100| 
direction in a cubic single crystal plate subjected to mode III loading
The solution to the system o f coupled partial differential equations. Equations (6 ), 
can now be assumed in the form o f the following modified Frobenius type series 
[44,50,51] in terms o f the variable a'i + p y \ ,  although unlike in [44,50,51], the 
variables, a'i and j i ,  are themselves no t separable:
■DO
U(,xu y i )  =  J 2 aU„(-x i + / l vi)s+2"+1’ (9a)
n= 0
oo
V (x x, V,) =  £  +  py i  )s+2"+1, (9b)
n= 0
oo
w ( x u y i )  =  + p y i ) i+2n. (9c)
n= 0
Here, the com bined variable a'i +  p y i represents an affine transform ation in the same 
spirit as that by Eshelby et al. [5], Stroh [4] and Sih et al. [8], although these latter 
authors have employed completely different techniques. Substitution o f Equations
(9) into Equations (6 ) and equating the coefficients o f (a'i +  p y \ f +2n~2 yields the 
following recurrent relationship:
0  +  111 -  1 )|(C12 +  f 66)^+„_i +  (^12 +  Cbb)pb's+n_i
+  ( s  +  2 H)r6(,(l + p 2)c's+n\ +  f  11 (•'+„_! =  o, ( 1 0 )
which, for « =  0 , reduces to the following:
f 66( P2 +  1K  =  0, for s ^  0, s ^  1, (11)
since =  b ' ^  =  c ' ^  =  0 .
F o r nontrivial c/s. Equation (11) supplies the following characteristic equation for 
the coupled differential equations under consideration:
p 2 +  1 =  0 , ( 1 2 a)
leading to
p \2  =  ± /, ( 1 2b)
which are identical to their isotropic plate counterparts. The displacement and stress 
fields in the vicinity o f a semi-infinite crack front can now  be expressed in the same 



























































5. Singular stress fields in the vicinity of a (010)f001] through-crack propagating 
along [100] direction in a cubic single crystal plate under mode I/II loading
The solution to the system of coupled partial differential equations. Equations (6 ), 
can also be assumed in the form  o f the following modified Frobenius type series 
[44,52-54] in terms o f the variable x i + p y i ,  although unlike in [44,52-54], these 
variables are not separable:
U ( x u y i )  =  ^ 2 a i+„ (x i + p y i ) Js+2n (13a)
n—o
n .v i .n  ) =  ^ / > s+„(.Yi + /n -i) ‘s+2n (13b)
n= o
W ( x u  VI) =  ^ f s+„(.Yi + / n - i )s+2:«+i (13c)
ii=0
On substitution of Equations (13) into Equations (6 ), and equating the coefficients of 
(.yi +  /n 'i)s+2"-2 , the following set o f recurrent relationships can be derived:
(s +  2 n)(s +  2 /7 - 1  )(c n +  f 66/?2 )f/J+„ +  f 66a1+„_i +  (s +  2 n)(s  +  2 /7 - 1  )(ru  +  c6o)pbi+n 
+  (s +  2n — 1 )(c 12 +  f'66)f'5+«-i = 0 , (14a)
(s +  2 n)(s +  2 /7 - 1  ){(c12 +  f 66)/%rs+„ +  (cn p 2 +  f'66)^+»} 
+  f '6 6 ^ s + « - l  +  ( s  +  2/7— 1 )(C 'i2  +  =  0 ,
which, for n = 0 , reduce to
c n + c u p 2 ( c n + c f ^ p  
( C l 2 + C ( , ( , ) p  C n p 2 + f ' 6 6
for s ^  0 , 1 .
(14b)
(15)
The characteristic equations for the coupled partial differential equations are 
given by
P 4 +  2 XP2 +  1 = 0 ,  
where x  is a normalized elastic param eter given by
(cji — CJ2 ~  2 c'12f'66)
2 r i i f '66
(16)
(17)
Eshelby et al. [5] have shown that the characteristic equation, such as Equation  (16), 
has no real roots. Equation  (16) has either (i) four complex or (ii) four imaginary 
roots in the nondegenerate case, depending upon x, which in turn, depends upon the 
anisotropy ratio, a  =  1 / a , in which a  is defined for a cubic crystal, with respect to 
(0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ].y[ 1 0 0 ] cleavage system, as follows:
A





























































which reduces to 1 for an isotropic m aterial, such as polycrystalline metals in the 
absence o f texturing. The physical significance o f the anisotropic ratio, A, is that 
whereas the elastic constant, c66(= c 44 =  c55) represents resistance to shearing on the 
{0 0 1 } family o f planes in the ( 1 0 0 ) type directions, (cn  — c12) /2  represents the same 
on the {001} family o f planes in the (110) type directions [55], Needless to say, unlike 
an isotropic m aterial the resistance to shearing in a cubic single crystal is generally 
expected to be different in these two directions.
The norm alized elastic param eter, x. can conveniently be expressed in terms o f A 
as follows:
x =  i  +  £ M ^ i 2 . ( i 9 )
C ll
It can be easily seen that
<1; for A. <  1,
X is = 1 ; for A. =  1, (20)
>1; for A. >  1.
X — 1 represents degenerate isotropic case.
5.1. Case (a ):  complex roots
/ ? 1 . 2 = § ± » ? ,  />3.4 =  ~% ±i>h  (2 1 )
where
v/2
> ? = ^ [  1 + X ]1/2- (2 2 b)
valid for x  <  1 •
The detailed m athem atical derivation o f the solution is provided in Appendix 1. 
Substitution o f Equation (8 8 ) in conjunction with Equation (93) into the boundary 
conditions on the crack-side surfaces given by Equation (4) yields four hom ogeneous 
equations, which reduce to: either
eos(s’ — 1 )rr — 0, (23a)
sinfa — 1 )tt — 0. (23b)
Equation (23a) contributes to the lowest non-vanishing eigenvalue, s — 1/2, in the 
range 0 < a ’< 1 , as required by the criterion o f locally finite energy. Equation (23b) 



























































In order to express the asym ptotic stress field in terms o f the stress intensity 
factors K'i(r) and K'n(r), it is convenient to obtain from Equation (15)
c\2-4j +  c\\pjBj =  —c ^ f A j  +  pjBj), i =  1 , . . .  ,4  (no sum on /), (24)
in which is the complex conjugate o f p t given by Equations (21) and (22), and Bj is 
given by Equation (82). a Y(i\ 0, r) can now be obtained from Equation (81), in 
conjunction with Equations (82) and (1), as follows:
ervfa,6*,z) =  —r1-’ Db(z)(ik)sscbbl^(cos(9) +  $sin (9))2+ i f  sin2(fc*)}(1 ’J/~"
x [(.4, {1 +  i=H\ +  i]H2} -  A 2{i]Hx -  $ / /2})cos(fa -  1 ) f )
-  (A\{i]H\ -  HH2] +  A 2{ 1 +  HHx +i]H2})sm((s -  1 ) f )]
+  j(cos(0 ) — $sin(0 ))2+ ! f  sin2(0 ) } (1 
x [(.4 3 ( 1-1-$ //, +i]H2} -  An{i]H\ -  $ / /2})cos(fa -  \ ) f )
-  ( A }{,,HX ^ ^ H 2} +  A 4{ 1 +  m  + ,,H 2}) sin (fa -  1 )t//)]} +  0(r*+' ). (25) 
crx(r, 0, z) can, similarly, be obtained from the other relation in Equation (15).
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5.1.1. Sym m etr ic  (mode I)  loading (extension/bending)
In this case,
A , = A y ,  A 2 =  —A 4 . (26)
This relationship am ong the four unknown coefficients (eigenvectors) under m ode I 
can also be verified by using the following boundary conditions that correspond to 
the far-field symmetric loading:
0 =  0: uy =  Try =  Ty- =  0, (27a)
9 =  jr. a ti =  TVs =  To- =  0. (27b)
When s =  1/2, substitution o f Equations (92b) and (8 8 ) in conjunction with Equation 
(93) into Equation (27) yields Equation (26). Additionally,
- A x( i1 +  H 2) +  A 2(^ +  H x) =  0,
which yields
A 2 *7 fan +  t’u )
A\ £ f a u —t’u )
(28)
Finally, on substitution o f Equations (26) and  (28) into the expressions for 
displacements and stresses, and by defining the m ode I stress intensity factor, K 'i(r), as



























































the com ponents o f in-plane displacements and stresses, in the vicinity o f a
semi-infinite crack front, under symmetric far-field loading, can be expressed as
follows:
U ’T, -  c
f * 7 7 * ? 1  ^f  ^{(cos 0 +  $ sin OY +  i f  sin" 0\
x  | ( t  n -  t’i2) c o s ( ^ /2 ) -  (t’n +  t'i2) —sin(0 -/2 ) 
+  {(cost* — £ sin 0 )2 +  i f  sin2 0 \ l/A
x ]( t’n -  t’i2) c o s ( ^ / 2 ) +  (t’n  +  t'i2 )-s in (i^ 7 2 ) (30a)
v(r, 0 , z ) ■
K t(z) 17 7 7 . 7 •» 1/4
{(cos 0 +  £ sin 0)2+ i f  sin2 0 }
2 t’66$ 
( ^ 1 - ^ 2)
c o s (^ /2 ) +  2 t’n )] s in (^ /2 ) | +  {(cos 0 — £ sin 0)2+ r f  sin2 0 }I i/4
2 t’66$
c o s (^ '/2 ) +  2 t’n>; s in (^ '/2 ) (30 b)
crx(r, 0 , z) *■(-)
2>/27
{(cost* +  $ sin 0 )2+ ? |2 sin2 0 } 1/4 jeo s(i^ /2 ) + - s i n ( ^ / 2 )
+  {(cost* — £ sin 0 )2+ ? |2 sin2 0 } 1/4 j c o s (^ '/2 ) — ^ s in ( ^ '/2 ) (31a)
Crv(f, 0 , Z) :
2 \/2 r
{(cos 0 +  $ sin 0 )2+ ? |2 sin2 0 } 1 /41 c o s (^ /2 ) — ^ s in ( ^ /2 )
+  {(cost* — £ sin 0)2+ i f  sin2 0 } 1/4 j c o s (^ '/2 ) +  - s i n ( ^ ' / 2 )
r TV(r, 0 , z ) :
K t(z)
K
. 7 * 7 1 — ^
cost* +  $ s in 0 )"+*r sin" 0 } c o s (^ /2 )
Is fh 'H
1 . 7  7 ♦ ? 1 — ^  /{(cos 0  — $ sin 0 )" +  sin" 0 } cos(^  / 2 )
(31b)
(31c)
5.1.2. Skew-symm etric  (mode II)  loading (sliding shear j twisting)  
In this case.



























































This relationship am ong the four unknown coefficients (eigenvectors) under mode II
can also be verified by using the following boundary conditions that correspond to
the far-field antisymmetric loading:
0  =  0 :  Ur —  <Xy =  To- —  0 , (33a)
0 — 7T. CTy =  T ro —  Ty- =  0. (33b)
When s — l/2 ,  substitution o f Equations (92a) and  (8 8 ) in conjunction with 
Equation (93) into Equation (33) yields Equation (32). A dditionally,
which yields
/f2(l +  HHi +  i]H2) +  -  $H 2) =  0 ,
■41 (r n ^12)
(34)
Finally, on substitution o f Equations (32) and  (34) into the expressions for 
displacements and  stresses, and  by defining the mode IT stress intensity factor, 
K'nO?), as
Ku {z) =  2 V 2 D h{z){ik)1/1^cbbA l (35)
the com ponents o f  in-plane displacements and stresses, in the vicinity o f a semi­
infinite crack front, under skew-symmetric far-field loading, can be expressed as 
follows:
*',,(-) fr
W , -  <•!•)
{(cos 9 +  £ sin 0)2+ i f  sin2 0 } 1/4
cos(t///2 ) +  2cn  i] sin(t///2 )
{(cos 0 -  $sin 9)2+ i f  sin2 0 } 1/4
( q .  -  c j2)
2 C66$
co s(t///2 ) +  2 cn!j sin (t///2 ) (36a)
{(cos 9 +  £ sin 9)2+ i f  sin2 0 } 1/4 (m  -  n 2 )cos(i///2 )
+  (cn  +  c i2)-s in (i/r /2 ) | +  {(cos 0  — $sin 9 )2+ i f  sin2 0 }





























































crx{r, 0 , r )  = K'n(-)
2 y \2r
{(cos0  +  £sin O f + i f  sin2 0 }
1/4
cos(i///2 ) — 2 /?sin(i///2 )
{(cos0  -  £ s in 0)2+ r f  sin2 0 ]
1/4 fo2 " * 2)cos(i///2 ) +  2  ri s in (i///2 )
(37a)
crv(/\ 0 , r )  =
^ n (r)
{(cos0  +  £ s in 0 )2+ /? 2 sin2 0 } >IX cos(i///2 )
2 >/2 r$
+  {(cos0  — £ s in 0 )2+/?2 sin2 0 } ,/,4cos(i///2 ) (37b)
r vv( r ,0 , r )  = ^ i i t ) {(cos0  +  £ s in 0 )2+ /? 2 sin2 0 }
1/4
2 y \2r 
+  {(cos0  -  £sin t]~ sin-
1/4
cos(i///2 ) +  ^sin (i///2 )
co s(i///2 ) ^ ^ s in ( i / / / 2 ) (37c)
It may be noted that in the expressions for displacements and stresses, given by 
Equations (30) and (31), respectively, under mode 1 loading, there is a coupling 
between cos(i///2 ) and sin(i///2 ) (and similar coupling between cos(i///2 ) and sin(i///2 )) 
terms, except for r vr, given by E quation (31c). Similarly, in the expressions for 
displacements and stresses, given by Equations (36) and (37), respectively, under 
m ode 11 loading, there is a coupling between cos(i///2 ) and sin(i///2 ) (and similar 
coupling between cos(i///2) and sin(i///2)) terms, except for or,., given by E quation 
(37b). A ppendix 4 presents a com parison o f the solution involving complex roots 
w ith its isotropic counterpart, and concludes that the expressions for p  and f  look 
different from  their isotropic counterparts. This is especially true for f  a t .v =  0. The 
significance o f this, albeit being semi-qualitatively and indirectly inferred at this 
stage, is that for / < 1  (or a < 1 ), the through (0 1 0 )[0 0 1] crack considered here is, 
unlike its isotropic counterpart, m ore likely to deviate from  its original plane (0 1 0 ) 
and original propagation  direction [1 0 0 ], because o f this coupling, which arises from 
the complex roots. It can then be inferred that the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] is not an  easy cleavage 
system for cubic crystals w ith anisotropic ratio, a >  1 . It may, however, be remarked 
that the existing G riffith -lrw in  approach cannot by itself predict this type of crack 
kinking (deviation) behavior in single crystals, and an  additional conceptual- 
cum -analytical tool m ust be developed to incorporate the lattice discreteness and the 
associated energy barrier. This is because G riffith’s criterion is "no t really a fracture 
criterion but only a necessary condition for fracture” [28], Secondly, and more 
im portant, atom istic modeling o f a crack requires consideration o f both the long 
range elastic interactions and the short range chemical reactions. The G riffith -lrw in  
approach does not take the latter into account, and that is why atom istic sim ulation 
employs empirical interaction models (e.g. Stillinger-W eber potential, Tersoff 
potential, etc.). For example, Perez and Gum bsch [28] have investigated the cleavage 
anisotropy in silicon single crystals by m aking use o f total-energy pseudopotential 


























































this is accomplished in the form o f the LCD energy barrier (see Sections 8 and 9 
below).
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5.2. Case (b ):  imaginary roots
The four im aginary roots o f Equation (16) are given by
Pui =  ± m '  +  Vi). p iA =  ± i { ?  -  i ) .  (38)
where
r  =  - ^ [ 1  + X ]1/2- (39a)
>?' =  ^ | [ - 1 + X ]1/2- (39b)
valid for x >  1 •
The detailed m athem atical derivation o f the solution is provided in Appendix 2. 
Substitution of Equation (101) in conjunction with Equation (93) into the boundary 
conditions on the crack-side surfaces given by Equaiton (4) yield four hom ogeneous 
equations, which reduce to either
cos(s — 1 )rr — 0, (40a)
sin(s — 1 )rr — 0, (40b)
Equation (40a) contributes to the lowest non-vanishing eigenvalue, s — 1/2, in the 
range 0 < s <  I, as required by the criterion of locally finite energy. Equation (40b) 
yields a1 =  0 , 1, which correspond to the rigid body translation and rotation, 
respectively. F o r s — 1/2, cos((s — l)tAi(0)), sin((s — l)tAi(0)), etc., in Equation (101) 
can be obtained in terms o f cos(t//i (60), sin(t//i(0)) given by Equation (99).
5.2.1. Sym m etr ic  (mode I)  loading (extension/bending)
F or s — 1/2,
A i  — As, — 0; (41)
and
A 3 _  {t’l 1 (^  — if)  +  t’12(?' +  »?')}
A\  { t 'n ( r  +  »?') +  t'i2( r -» ? ')} '
(42)
Finally, on substitution of Equations (41) and (42) into the expressions for 
displacements and stresses, and by defining the m ode 1 stress intensity factor, Aj(r), as
*,(_-) =  s f l D h(z){i]Olr- Cb(f  . { n i f f  -  1}') +  t-i2(^  -  r f ) )A i .  (43) 



























































the com ponents o f in-plane displacements and stresses, in the vicinity o f a semi­
infinite crack front, under symmetric far-field loading, can be expressed as follows:
u(r, 0 , r )  =
( q i - q : )j? 'V 2
jcos2 0 +  (£' +  r i ' f  sin2 0}
1/4
x +  n') +  f i2(?' -  /?')} cos(i^ i/2 ) -  jcos2 0 +  (£' -  r t f  si
x |n i ( ? ' -  +  V ) } c o s ( ^ /2 )
, i/ 4
(44a)
v(r, 0 ,r )  = * v . F -
( q ,  - c \ 2) t ] 'S 2
- j c o s 2 0 +  (£' +  rj')2 sin2 0 }1/4 | r i 2 +  cn(£ ' -  rj')2 \ s in (^ i /2 )
+  | cos2 0 +  (£' -  i) )2 sin2 0 \ ’ '/4 1 c\ 2 +  ci 1 (?' + 1) Y } sin ( \f/[ / 2 ) (44b)
orx(r,0,=) — Ki{=)
Is f lr r )1
jcos2 0 +  (£' +  t ) )1 sin2 0\  1/4(?' +  } /)c o s (^ i/2 )
- j c o s 2 0 +  -  r i ' f  sin2 0\  1/4(£' -  V ) c o s ( ^ / 2 )
crv( r ,0 , - )  =  -
A,(r)
jcos2 0  +  (£' +  } /)2 sin2 0 } 1/4 (£' — i / ) c o s ( ^ i /2 )
-{ c o s-  0 +  i g - r f Y  s in -0 } ' (§' +  ^ ')cos(^ '1/ 2 )
r vv( r , 0 , r )  = * i(-)
IsfYrr]’
jcos2 0  +  (£' +  rj')2 sin2 0 } 1/4 sin (i^ i/2 )




5.2.2. Skew -sym m etric  (mode 11) loading {sliding shear I twisting)  
F o r s — 1/2,
A i =  A  3 =  0,
and
A 4 _  ( ? ~ > l ' ) { c i l ( ? - > l ' )  +  ci2(?  +  >l')}
^ 2  i ?  +  r i ' ) { c u W  +  n') +  c i 2 W - n ' ) } '
(46)
(47)
Finally, on substitution o f Equations (46) and (47) into the expressions for 
displacements and  stresses, and by defining the mode 11 stress intensity factor, 
A „ ( r ) ,  as
Kn ( -) =  s/2D b(=)(ik)1/:
(Cl2 +  C66)(?' +  rf)



























































the com ponents o f in-plane displacements and stresses, in the vicinity o f a
semi-infinite crack front, under skew-symmetric far-field loading, can be expressed
as follows:
It may be noted that in the expressions for displacements and stresses, given by 
Equations (44) and (45), respectively, under mode 1 loading, there is no coupling 
between eos(t///2 ) and  sin(t///2 ) (and similar absence o f coupling between eos(t//7 2 ) 
and  sin(t///2)) terms. The same is true in the expressions for displacements and 
stresses, given by Equations (49) and (50), respectively, under mode 11 loading. 
Appendix 4 presents a com parison of the solution involving imaginary roots with its 
isotropic counterpart, and  concludes that the expressions for p  and  t// look similar to 
their isotropic counterparts. This is especially true for t// at ,v =  0. The significance of 
this, albeit being qualitatively and  indirectly inferred, is that for x >  1 ( ° r  A> 1 ), the 
through (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] crack considered here is, like its isotropic counterpart, m ore likely 
to propagate in its original plane (0 1 0 ) and direction [1 0 0 ], because o f this absence of 
coupling, which arises due to the imaginary roots. It can then be inferred that the 
(010)[001] is an easy cleavage system in cubic crystals with anisotropic ratio , X <  1. 
As has been rem arked earlier, this absence o f crack kinking (deviation) cannot be
-  |co s20 +  (£' -  t]')2 sin2 fl},/4 jcn ($ ' -  il')2 +  c12} sin(t//,/2) , (49a)
x {n t(£ ' -  n') +  c\2($' +  /?')} cos(t//j/2 ) — |co s2 0  +  ($' -  tj')2 sm 20 } U4
X {cu ( £  +  n1) +  C\i(£ -  n’)} co s ( i / \ /2 )  , (49 b)
(50a)
— {cos2 0  +  (£' — t]')2 sin2 0 | ,/4 sin(t//)/ 2 ) , (50b)



























































prcdictcd by the existing G riffith-Irw in approach, and will need additional analysis 
(see Sections 8 and 9 below).
Finally, it may be noted that the above expressions for displacements, given 
by Equations (30), (36), (44) and (49), and stresses, given by Equations (31), (37),
(45) and  (50), reduce to their two-dimensional counterparts (see, for example, 
Sih et al. [8 ]).
5.2.3. Plate surface boundary conditions
(1) The stress field in the vicinity o f the front o f a semi-infinite crack under in-plane 
extension (mode !)/shear (mode II) can be recovered if  in Equations (29) and (43) or 
Equations (35) and  (48)
Di,(z) =  Di,s(z) =  />2 cos(Ar). (51)
By using the stress-free boundary condition on the plate surfaces, given by Equation
(3a), the general form o f Dtls(z) can be obtained as
Dbs{=) =  / ^ c o s P ^  1  ^TrrV (52)
n= 0 '  '
Hence, Aj =  AIs and K u =  AIIs represent symmetric stress intensity factors. If  the odd 
functions are selected from D tl(z), it can yield the out-of-plane bending (mode I)/ 
twisting (mode IT) case given by
Dh(z) =  Dba{z) =  Z), sin (At). (53)
D ihi(z ) that satisfies the stress-free condition on the plate surfaces is given by
Db„{:) =  n s in 0 “ r )- (54>
n= 1
Here K l = K l.i and An =  AIIa are anti-symmetric stress intensity factors.
(2 ,3) Satisfaction o f fixed and  lubricated boundary conditions, given by 
Equations (3b) and (3c), respectively, on the plate faces results in identical 
expressions for the displacement and singular stress fields as above.
6. Singular stress fields in the vicinity of a (110)f001] through-crack propagating
along [110] direction
The cleavage plane considered is (110), which belongs to the {110} family of planes
(Figure 2). Here, the r-axis is placed along the straight crack front, [001], whereas the
coordinates .y' [1 1 0 ], v' [1 1 0 ] are used to define the directions along the length of
the crack (propagation direction) and the direction transverse to it, respectively, in
the middle plane o f the plate, m, v and  u' represent the com ponents o f the
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The stress-strain relationships for a cubic single crystal are given by
2067
' ~  c'n C12 C'12 0 0 0  ■ ■
c'l2 c'n c'12 0 0 0 <V
Or C'12 C'12 C'n 0 0 0 s :
Ty- 0 0 0 C'66 0 0 Yy:
Txr 0 0 0 0 C'66 0 Yx
_  0 0 0 0 0 4 6  - K-v
(55)
where c'n , c'12, and c'66 denote the elastic stiffnesses with respect to the rotated 
coordinate system .y', v' (obtained by rotation o f  45l about the z-axis). 
i’ll- A'i2 anc  ^a66 denote the corresponding elastic com pliances. The three equilibrium  
equations for a linear elastic cubic solid can now be expressed in terms o f  the 







d-u , , . a
' <'><><77-7 +  (c'12 +  c5 5 ) . - I . +  (c’12 +  ^66) “—~  —• 0,
dz- O.xOy
, < r u  , i r  r  , 3 - r  3 - r  
(C 12 ' ‘ av, ir ' ‘ M- ,lv- ' ‘ " . V  ' C'66 i t '  ‘
32m’
(C'12 + C bb)
3 -u  3-i’
(t'12 +  f'66) „ „ +  (C'12 +  f'66)
















f'll — j(C ll  +  £12 +  2 C'66).
66 ^ ( m  -  fn ) .
: ^(f ' l l  + f l 2  -  2 f66),
(57)
The inverse anisotropic ratio. a/ ,  with respect to the (1 10)[001] x  [110] cleavage 
system defined above is now  defined as
2C'66A ‘ i 1 <v
2c66
- 1
— A — —, 
(C H -C I2 ) A
(58)
where a/  is interestingly enough the anisotropic ratio (a ) defined on the basis o f  the 
elastic constants with respect to the cube edges.
The corresponding normalized elastic parameter, x'- 's given by
. /  _  'A'(c'n +  r i2 ) “  r i2 _  , ;  . c 'n W  ~  1)
X — ,, — A +  , ■ (59)
It can be seen as before that
X 's
< 1: 
=  1; 
> 1:
for a' <  1, 
for a' =  1, 
for a!  >  1.
( 6 0 )



























































Following the same procedure as for the (010)[001 ] cleavage system, it can easily 
be seen that the solution for the antiplane shear (mode ITT) loading remains 
unaltered. As for the extension-bending (mode I) and in-plane shear-twisting 
(mode II) loadings, it can easily be seen that X — X' >  1, which is equivalent to A.< 1, 
yields im aginary roots. This implies that for cubic crystals with A. >  1, the (110)[001] 
is an easy cleavage system. Conversely, X — X' <  1, which is equivalent to A >1, 
yields complex roots, implying that the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] crack, with the [1 0 0 ] propagation 
direction, is the easy cleavage system as com pared to the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] crack, the 
propagation direction being [1 1 0 ] in the la tter case.
7. Singular stress fields in the vicinity of a (110)[110] through-crack propagating 
along |0011 direction
The cleavage plane considered is (110), which belongs to the {110} family o f planes 
(not shown). Here, the z-axis is placed along the straight crack front, [110], whereas 
the coordinates .y' [001], v' [110] are used to define the directions along the length of 
the crack (propagation direction) and the direction transverse to it, respectively, in 
the middle plane o f the plate, u , v and vv represent the com ponents o f the 
displacements in the .y', v' and z  directions, respectively.
The stress-strain relationships for a cubic single crystal are given by
ff.v " c u C'12 C'12 0 0 0  ■ ex
°V C'12 c'n C'\2 0 0 0 e'y
a 'z C'12 C'\2 c'n 0 0 0 s ':
< - 0 0 0 C66 0 0 Yy-
T.vr 0 0 0 0 C'66 0 Yx:
r vv . .  0 0 0 0 0 C'66 . . Yxy
(61)
where c'u , c'v  and c'66 denote the elastic stiffnesses with respect to the ro tated  
coordinate system v', z' (obtained by rotation o f 45c about the .Y-axis). a’'h , s'p 
and s'66 denote the corresponding elastic compliances. The three equilibrium 
equations for a linear elastic cubic solid can now  be expressed in terms o f the 
displacement com ponents, u, v and m\ as follows:
a 7 t\7 t\7 a/ a/~u o~u d~u <rv . . t r  w
C] 1 +  C'66 7TT +  C'66 7TT +  (C'12 +  C'66).-. „ +  (C'12 +  C'66): 
d.Y* dy* dz~ d.Ydl’ dxdz
(62a)
(C'12 +  C'66)
d~u
dxdy
9*v , 3*v , 3*v , , 3*h’
' f66  a ^  +  f u 3 ?  +  3 ?  +  (f 112 +  Chh)w = =
(C'12 +  C'66) „ „ +  (C'j2 +  C'gft)
(TV 3-H’ 3*h’ 3-h’
3.y3z
— +  r.% ^  +  c ; , ^  +  r n -
(62b)
(62c)
where c'u , c’v  and c'66 are given by Equations (57). The asym ptotic solution for mode 



























































Figure 3. Schcmatics of (a) misaligned bonds under tension; (b) shear kinking of a bond and 
associated rotational/shear instability.
characteristic equations for the coupled partial differential equations. Equations (62) 
are given as before.
t’l i + t W '2 (t-'n +  cm) p  
(< ’ 12  + < ’ 66 )P  <’l l / ? 2 +  <’66
0
forA’ / 0 , 1
leading to
p 4 +  2 x " p 2 +  -7 -  =  0 ,
(63)
(64)
where /"  is a norm alized elastic parameter given by
a _ (C11C11 Cj2 2 c'i2^66)




























































The inverse anisotropic ratio, a ", with respect to the (110)[110] x [001] cleavage




The corresponding norm alized elastic param eter, y " , is then given by
_  ^"(nA’ii^ii +  c’i2 ) — c’i2 _  " i c’i2(^w — 1 )
(66)
(67)
It can be seen that
H *
X is
<  / ^ :  for a " <  1,
r u
^  =  1 ; for a " =  1 , (6 8 )
”u
>  / ^ ;  for a " >  1.
V c’u
Equation (64) has either (a) four complex or (b) four im aginary roots, depending on 
whether
/ \ // 11 /1 \ ff  ^ 11 
(a) X <  J —  or (b) X >  J —
V 1 n  V £ 11
y-' =  r-}i =  1 represents the degenerate isotropic m aterial case, for which the 
solution "is available in Chaudhuri and Xie [44].
7.1. Case (a ):  complex roots
The four complex roots o f Equation (64) can be written as follows:
I ■ H I • ”










valid for y"  < j c \  \ j c \ ,. The final solution is provided in Appendix 3.
7.2. Case (b ):  imaginary roots
The four imaginary roots o f Equation (64) are given by





























































\ /2  V I , /
+  x (72a)
1/2 1/2
(72b)
valid for / "  >  , f c \ ,. Again, the final solution is provided in Appendix 3.
Following the same procedure as for the (010)[001 ] cleavage system, it can easily 
be seen that the solution for the antiplane shear (mode 111) loading is slightly altered 
(see Appendix 3). As for the extension-bending (mode I) and in-plane shear-twisting 
(mode 11) loadings, it can easily be seen that a" >  1 (or x"  >  v ^’u A ’u  ) yields 
im aginary roots. This implies that for cubic crystals with a" >  1, (110)[110] is an 
easy cleavage system. Conversely, a" <  1 yields complex roots, implying that the 
( 1 1 0 )[1 10] with the [0 0 1 ] propagation direction, is difficult to  be achieved in actual 
experiments. This is in agreement with Refs. [7,8] o f Perez and Gum bsch [28] for 
m onocrystalline Si.
8. Lattice crack deviation (LCD) energy barrier
As has been mentioned earlier, the lattice trapping phenom enon is responsible for 
keeping a crack stable in a "difficult” cleavage plane/direction, and not perm itting it 
to propagate in that plane/direction “until loads somewhat larger than  the Griffith 
load are reached” [28], Perfectly brittle cleavage (i.e. absence o f dislocation activity in 
the crack front region) in m onocrystalline sem iconductor m aterials such as Si and 
G aA s is expected to involve only the breaking o f atom ic bonds. In view o f the 
discrete nature o f the crystal lattice, brittle fracture in such m aterials would be 
affected by the lattice trapping phenom enon [39], According to Thom pson et al. [39], 
a somewhat higher load, K*~, as com pared to its Griffith counterpart, Kc , would be 
required to advance the crack (bond breaking), while the crack closure (bond 
healing) can be achieved at a somewhat lower load, fC. The lattice trapping regime, 
where a crack o f given length rem ains stable at one particular position in the lattice
[28], is defined as a range o f applied load (stress intensity factor). The experimentally 
observed deflected crack would propagate under mixed mode (i.e., opening and shear 
mode) and its relationship with a lattice related phenom enon has, however, not been 
studied in the literature [28], This would necessitate in troduction o f a new concept o f 
the lattice crack deviation (LCD) param eter, and its quantification, which is the 
prim ary focus o f  what follows.
The lattice crack deviation param eter is, like its lattice trapping counterpart, also 
an  energy barrier, as well as a m anifestation o f the discreteness of the lattice itself. It 
also is influenced by the direction in which the crack front bonds are broken. In what 
follows, the critical stress, <r+, responsible for shear kinking o f bonds which follow 
zigzag paths, can be obtained by taking a simple micro-mechanics approach. The 



























































propagation instability in a unidirectional fiber reinforced com posite specimen, such 
as carbon fiber reinforced epoxy, with initial fiber waviness or misalignment [56-58], 
The prim ary difference is, however, that here although the applied loading is tensile 
(and not compressive), the bond will initially be compressed and shear-kinked 
because of the snapping effect. The dom inant effect o f the shear deform ation would 
cause the onset o f a critical state in the parallel atom ic bonds, responsible for a 
collective phenom enon (dom ino effect) o f kinked b ond-band  form ation and 
propagation, leading to crack turning from a m ore difficult cleavage system to an 
easier one. The details o f the m athem atical derivation are presented in Appendix 5. 
An atom ic bond level analysis yields the stress intensity factor (or fracture toughness) 
for loading as follows:
K: =  C o r  =  c £/»/COS(0o -  Ybci) , Ybd
‘*11 ‘*6 6 (0 0  -  Ybd).
<Po > Ybd >  0- (73)
where a j  is the critical stress (loading or bond breaking), C  is a constant (function of 
crack length, specimen geometry, etc.), and K  is the mode I stress intensity factor. 
The superscript “ + "  denotes the loading case. The extensional strain, £&/, is 
com puted from the corresponding shear strain, using M ohr's circle [56], The 
corresponding stress intensity factor for unloading is given by
AT =  C o -  =  C £/»/cos(0o -  Ybd) , Ybd
‘*11 ‘*6600 .
(74)
in which the superscript “- "  denotes the unloading (i.e. bond healing) case. The LCD 
regime, where a crack o f given length remains stable at one particular position in the 
lattice (lattice trapped) and /o r propagate in a “ difficult" m anner, before turning from 
a m ore “difficult" cleavage system to an easier one, is given by AA"* =  A^!~/K ~  — 1.
9. Crack deflection (deviation) analysis
Atomic bonding in rock salt crystals and alkali (bcc) metals along three im portant 
principal directions, [100], [110] and [111], has been illustrated by Newnham  (see 
Figure 75 o f [59]). In rock salt single crystals, such as LiF, NaCl and  KC1, the bonds 
form uninterrupted chains along the edges o f the cubic cell. In contrast, in bcc 
metals, such as Li, N a and  K, the bonds to nearest neighbor atom s are directed along 
the [1 1 1 ] body diagonals; consequently, these bonds form uninterrupted chains in 
these directions [59],
In single crystals o f alkali halides (rock salt structure), when subjected to tensile 
stress, ct+, applied along, e.g. [0 1 0 ] direction, bonds will ultimately fail in tension, and 
no rotation or shear deform ation effect is expected to influence bond failure. N o 
crack deviation is expected in such cases. In contrast, when single crystals o f bcc 
metals are subjected to tensile stress, ct+, applied along, e.g. [0 1 0 ] direction, bonds, 
which follow zigzag paths, will ro tate as well as elongate. In such cases, the bond 
failure will prim arily be governed by shear deform ation, and will lead to crack 
deflection. A review o f the literature reveals an absence o f this type o f analysis.
The present analysis is based on elastic plane inextensional deform ation o f the 



























































whereas the shear kinking o f a bond and associated ro tational/shear instability is
illustrated in Figure 3b. The concept is analogous to micro-kinks in carbon fibers
discussed by Chaudhuri [60]. The initial bond misalignment is defined as follows [56]:
where L  is the length o f a chemical bond, »o is the "initial displacem ent” in the 
.v-direction, as shown in Figure 3a, and H(y-) is the Heaviside function. The 
governing partial differential equation can be written as follows [56]:
( 1 +  S66a ^ )h, v v  +  —  H, _y.y =  Ho, v v .  (76)
i'll
where h (.y , v ) is the displacement com ponent in the .Y-direction, whereas 
sy ,  i j =  1 . . . . ,  6 , represent the elastic com pliances o f  a crystal. U tilizing the fact that
The detailed m athem atical derivation o f the solution is provided in Appendix 6 . 
Finally, substitution o f Equation (130) into Equation (141) leads to the following:
h0(.y, v) =  j - L v H ( y )  - ( y -  L ) H ( r  -  D ] , (75)
yS (y )  =  ( y - m r - L )  =  0, 
and substitution o f Equation (75) into Equation (76) leads to
(77)
( 1 +  Stecrpiu  w  +  —  h, .y.y =  ibbCTf5ctl° [v<5( v) -  ( v -  L)<5( v -  L)\.
511 L
(78)
0o >  Ybd > 0. (79)
This is illustrated in Figure 4.
L100J



























































10. Structure-fracture property relationships for certain cubic crystals
The present investigation considers three through-crack systems ((crack plane)[crack 
front] x [propagation direction]), (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] x [1 0 0 ], (1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] x [1 1 0 ] and 
( 1 1 0 )[1 10] x [0 0 1 ], weakening cubic crystals, and their relatively easy cleavage 
planes/directions for propagation. The term relatively easy cleavage plane is used 
here, since the cubic crystals are known to have o ther cleavage planes, such as {1 1 1 }, 
{112}, and other directions o f propagation, which are not investigated here. F o r 
example, Ebrahim i and Kalwani [21] have listed 15 cleavage planes and their surface 
energies in silicon single crystals. It can easily been seen from this analysis that the 
choice for an easy cleavage plane depends on the norm alized elastic param eter, 
X, x 'or x"> which, in turn, depends on the respective anisotropic ratio, 
A — 1/A., 1/A.' or 1/A". A =  1/A is a function of the elastic stiffness coefficients 
com puted with respect to the cube edges.
Elastic stiffness constants, c'u , c l2 and c (,(„  are listed in Table 1 for various cubic 
single crystal systems, which are taken from standard  references, e.g. [59,61]. The 
anisotropic ratio , A =  A', its inverse, A, and the norm alized elastic param eter, x, for 
the (010)[001] cleavage system are listed in Table 2. Table 2 also lists inverse 
anisotropic ratios, A', A" as well as norm alized elastic param eters, y(, x"> f° r the 
( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1] and (1 l 0 )[l 10] cleavage systems.
Table 3 lists the nature o f the roots (i.e. complex or imaginary) and the 
(relatively) easy cleavage system(s) for crack propagation am ong the three cleavage 
systems investigated here. The elastic properties are controlled by various aspects of 
the underlying structural chemistry of these cubic crystals, such as the Bravais lattice 
type, bonding (covalent, ionic and metallic), bonding (including hybridized) orbitals, 
electro-negativity o f constituent atom s in a com pound, polarity, etc. The details of 
these characteristics pertaining to structural chemistry of the crystals considered here 
are available in the published literature (see, for example, [59,62,63]).
It may be noted from Table 2 that the alkali metals, Li, Na, and K, have the 
highest A values, whereas RbT and other ionic crystals with the rock salt structure 
have the lowest. A tom ic bonding along several principal directions in these cubic 
crystals are illustrated and discussed in Newnham  [59].
Tn bcc alkali metal crystals, such as Li, Na, and K, the bonds to nearest-neighbor 
atom s are directed along the (111) body diagonals [59]. Consequently, the bonds form 
uninterrupted chains in these directions. It can easily be seen that when these crystals 
are stretched along any o f the ( 1 1 1 ) directions, the bonds parallel to that direction are 
elongated in the absence of any bending. Thus, the elastic stiffness for any o f the (111) 
directions is expected to be relatively large, since only stretching and no shear is 
involved. Tn contrast, when tensile stresses are applied along any o f the (100) 
directions, the near-neighbor bonds in bcc metals follow a zigzag path in this direction
[59], This is because when stretched along a cube edge, the bonds will ro tate as well as 
elongate. This results in a smaller elastic stiffness coefficient in (100) than its (111) 
counterpart, since force constants for bending are generally smaller than for 
stretching [59]. This explains the large anisotropic ratios, A =  A', for the alkali metals 
listed in Table 2. As a result, A and x are less than unity and 0, respectively (x < 0 , 
x '  > 1 ) for these crystals, giving rise to complex roots for the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1] through-crack 


























































Table 1. Structures and elastic properties of various cubic single crystals [59,61].
Philosophical Magazine 2075
Crystal (Temp. K) Structure Bravais lattice Oi (GPa) f i2 (GPa) <55 (GPa)
Li (298) bcc bcc 13.50 11.44 8.78
Na (299) bcc bcc 7.39 6.22 4.19
K (299) bcc bcc 3.70 3.14 1.88
cy-Fe (room) bcc bcc 236.88 140.63 116.01
Ta (300) bcc bcc 260.91 157.43 81.82
W (300) bcc bcc 523.27 204.53 160.72
Mo (300) bcc bcc 440.77 172.43 121.65
V (300) bcc bcc 227.95 118.70 42.55
Nb (300) bcc bcc 246.50 134.50 28.73
Au (room) fee fee 192.90 163.80 41.50
Th (300) fee fee 75.30 48.90 47.80
Cu (room) fee fee 168.40 121.40 75.40
Ag (room) fee fee 124.00 93.40 46.10
Pd (300) fee fee 227.10 176.04 71.73
Ni (room) fee fee 246.50 147.30 124.70
Pt (300) fee fee 346.70 250.70 76.50
Al (room) fee fee 107.30 60.90 28.30
Ge (room) Dia. cubic fee 129.20 47.90 67.00
Si (298) Dia. cubic fee 165.78 63.94 79.62
C (dia.) (300) Dia. cubic fee 1076.00 125.00 575.80
AlSb (300) Zinc blende fee 89.39 44.27 41.55
GaSb (298) Zinc blende fee 88.50 40.40 43.30
GaAs (room) Zinc blende fee 119.04 53.84 59.52
GaP (300) Zinc blende fee 141.20 62.53 70.47
InAs (room) Zinc blende fee 83.29 45.26 39.59
InP (room) Zinc blende fee 102.20 57.60 46.00
InSb (room) Zinc blende fee 67.00 36.49 30.19
ZnS (room) Zinc blende fee 100.00 65.00 34.00
ZnSe (298) Zinc blende fee 80.96 48.81 44.05
ZnTe (298) Zinc blende fee 71.34 40.78 31.15
CdTe (298) Zinc blende fee 53.51 36.81 19.94
HgTe Zinc blende fee 54.80 38.10 20.40
LiF (room) Rock salt fee 111.20 42.00 62.80
LiCl (room) Rock salt fee 49.40 22.60 24.90
LiBr (room) Rock salt fee 39.40 18.80 19.10
MgO (300) Rock salt fee 289.30 87.70 154.77
NaF (room) Rock salt fee 97.10 24.30 28.00
NaCl (room) Rock salt fee 49.70 12.70 12.70
NaBr (300) Rock salt fee 39.70 10.01 9.98
KF (room) Rock salt fee 65.80 14.90 12.80
KC1 (295) Rock salt fee 40.50 6.98 6.30
KBr (room) Rock salt fee 34.60 5.80 5.05
RbF (room) Rock salt fee 57.00 12.50 9.10
RbCl (room) Rock salt fee 36.45 6 .10 4.75
RbBr (300) Rock salt fee 31.55 4.93 3.80
TiC (room) Rock salt fee 500.00 113.00 175.00
PbS Rock salt fee 127.00 29.80 24.80
PbSe Rock salt fee 107.00 7.70 13.00
PbF2 (300) Fluorite fee 88.80 47.20 24.54





























































Crystal (Temp. K) Structure Bravais lattice cn  (GPa) cn  (GPa) <-'(>(> (GPa)
SrF-> (300) Fluorite fee 123.50 43.05 31.28
ThOi (298) Fluorite fee 367.00 106.00 79.70
CaF-> (room) Fluorite fee 164.00 45.00 33.80
U 0 2 (298) Fluorite fee 396.00 121.00 64.10
MgAl-,04 (room) Spinel fee 279.00 153.00 153.00
BaTiO, (423) Perovskite Simple cubic 172.78 81.96 108.23
SrTiOj (room) Perovskite Simple cubic 348.17 100.64 454.55
Table 2. Inverse anisotropic ratios and normalized elastic parameters of various cubic single 
crystals.
Crystal
''••LIIII X X X" x"
Li 8.5243 0.1173 —0.6176 0.3131 0.1203
Na 7.1624 0.1396 —0.5846 0.3334 0.1038
K 6.7143 0.1489 -0.5734 0.3426 0.1032
or-Fe 2.4106 0.4148 0.0674 0.5519 0.2798
Ta 1.5814 0.6324 0.4106 0.7218 0.5329
W 1.0085 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0
Mo 0.9067 1.1029 1.1432 1.0770 1.1236
V 0.7790 1.2838 1.4316 1.2119 1.3618
Nb 0.5130 1.9492 2.4671 1.7049 2.2404
Au 2.8522 0.3506 -0.2008 0.5077 0.0435
Th 3.6212 0.2762 -0.1938 0.4401 0.1151
Cu 3.2085 0.3117 -0.1845 0.4722 0 .1 2 2 0
Ag 3.0131 0.3319 -0.1713 0.4897 0.1303
Pd 2.8129 0.3555 -0.1441 0.5383 0.2598
Ni 2.5141 0.3978 0.0380 0.5383 0.2598
Pt 1.5938 0.6275 0.3581 0.7188 0.5030
Al 1.2198 0.8198 0.7175 0.8643 0.7710
Ge 1.6482 0.6067 0.4609 0.7005 0.8166
Si 1.5636 0.6395 0.5005 0.7261 0.5803
C (diamond) 1.2109 0.8258 0.8056 0.8684 0.8166
AlSb 1.8418 0.5429 0.3165 0.6517 0.4496
GaSb 1.8004 0.5554 0.3524 0.6611 0.4645
GaAs 1.8258 0.5477 0.3431 0.6550 0.4643
GaP 1.7915 0.5582 0.3626 0.6632 0.4211
InAs 2.0820 0.4803 0.1979 0.6709 0.4023
InP 2.0628 0.4848 0.1944 0.6069 0.3669
InSb 1.9790 0.5053 0.2359 0.6228 0.3952
ZnS 1.9429 0.5147 0.1993 0.6314 0.7208
ZnSe 2.7403 0.3649 -0.0180 0.5120 0.2227
ZnTe 2.0388 0.4905 0.1993 0.6115 0.3714
CdTe 2.3880 0.4188 0.0190 0.5570 0.2544
HgTe 2.4431 0.4093 -0.0014 0.5497 0.2410
LiF 1.8150 0.5510 0.3814 0.6569 0.4833
LiCl 1.8582 0.5382 0.3269 0.6487 0.4780
LiBr 1.8544 0.5393 0.3195 0.6487 0.4780
MgO 1.5364 0.6513 0.5456 0.7347 0.6067





























































Crystal X = X' = l/X X X k" x"
NaP 0.7692 1.3000 1.3751 1.2233 1.3411
NaCl 0.6865 1.4567 1.5734 1.3390 1.5228
NaBr 0.6723 1.4875 1.6104 1.3618 1.5576
KP 0.5030 1.9883 2.2121 1.7280 2.1268
KC1 0.3759 2.6603 2.9465 2.2143 2.8532
KBr 0.3507 2.8515 3.1619 2.3522 3.0641
RbP 0.4090 2.4451 2.7620 2.0601 2.6510
RbCl 0.3130 3.1947 3.5620 2.6003 3.4520
RbBr 0.2855 3.5026 3.8937 2.8210 3.7825
TiC 0.9044 1.1057 1.1296 1.0790 1.1181
PbS 0.5103 1.9597 2.1849 1.7073 2.0982
PbSe 0.2618 3.8192 4.0220 3.0408 3.9735
PbPi 1.1798 0.8476 0.7666 0.8853 0.8087
BaPi ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0 ~ 1.0
SrPi 0.7776 1.2860 1.3857 1.2060 1.3296
TI1O2 0.6107 1.6374 1.8215 1.4721 1.7442
CaPi 0.5681 1.7604 1.9691 1.5622 1.8841
U 0 2 0.4662 2.1451 2.495 1.8470 2.3641
MgAl20 4 2.4386 0.4118 0.0892 0.5486 0.2899
BaTIO, 2.3834 0.4196 0.1443 0.5535 0.3186
SrTiO, 3.67 0.2720 0.0616 0.4241 0.2184
Table 3. Nature of roots for three cleavage systems and relatively easy cleavage system(s).
Crystal
Roots 
[0 1 0 ] (0 0 1 )
Roots
f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Roots
fliOKllO) Relatively easy cleavage system(s)
Li Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Na Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
K Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
ff-Pe Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Ta Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
W Degenerate Degenerate Degenerate (010H001) fliOKllO)
Mo Imaginary Complex Imaginary (oiohooi) fliOKllO)
v Imaginary Complex Imaginary (oiohooi) fliOKllO)
Nb Imaginary Complex Imaginary (oiohooi) fliOKllO)
Au Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Th Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Cu Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Ag Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Pd Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Ni Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Pt Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Al Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Ge Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
Si Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )
C (diamond) Complex Imaginary Complex f l l 0 }{0 0 1 )

































































{1 10) <0 0 1 )
Roots
{1101(110) Relatively easy cleavage system(s)
GaSb Complex Imaginary Complex {1 10) <0 0 1 )
GaAs Complex Imaginary Complex {1 10) (0 0 1 )
GaP Complex Imaginary Complex {1 10) (0 0 1 )
InAs Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
InP Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
InSb Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
ZnS Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
ZnSe Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
ZnTe Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
CdTe Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
HgTe Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
LiF Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
LiCl Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
LiBr Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
MgO Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
NaF Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
NaCl Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio;(ooi) {1101 (110)
NaBr Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
KF Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
KC1 Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
KBr Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
RbF Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
RbCl Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
RbBr Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
TiC Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
PbS Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
PbSe Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
PbFi Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
BaF2 Degenerate Degenerate Degenerate TBD*
SrFi” Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
ThOi Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
CaFi Imaginary Complex Imaginary {oio; (ooi) {1101 (110)
U 0 2 Imaginary Complex Imaginary JOIO'(OOI) {1101 (110)
MgAl20 4 Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
BaTiO^ Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
SrTiO, Complex Imaginary Complex {1101(0 0 1 )
Note: *TBD: to be determined
less than unity and y /c \\ /c 'n , respectively, also giving rise to complex roots for the 
(110)[110] through crack. It can then be inferred that {110K001) would constitute a 
relatively easy cleavage system, while both (0 1 0 }{0 0 1 } and {1 1 0 }{1 1 0 } would be 
deemed difficult. This behavior som ewhat carries over to transition metals with bcc 
structures, such as ce-Fe and Ta, listed in Tables 1-3, the only difference is that x > 0 . It 
may be noted here that ce-Fe and  Ta as well as W, M o, V and N b, all transition metals 



























































The la tter transition metals with bcc structure, such as W, M o, V and  N b listed in 
Tables 1 and 2 are, however, exceptions to the above behavior attributable to the bcc 
structure. The anisotropic ratios, X — X \  for these transition metals, as listed in 
Table 2, are less than unity with the exception of W , which is macroscopically 
isotropic. As a result, X (or A") and  x  arc both greater than unity (x >  1, x '  <  1- 
x" > y /c \ \Jc \ \ )  f ° r M o, V and  N b crystals, giving rise to im aginary roots for the 
(0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] and  ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and  complex roots for the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] 
through-crack. It can then be inferred that both {010}<001} and {110}{110} would 
constitute easy cleavage systems, while {110}{001} would be deemed difficult. The 
reason for this exceptional behavior for these transition metals is the occurrence of 
mixed m etallic-covalent bonding known as hybridization [63], involving various 
types of “dsp" bonding orbitals, which m ore than compensates the behavior 
a ttribu ted  to the bcc structure. Six octahedral cF’s p ’’ hybrids are form ed when the 
dxi_ v’, (/r:, an 5 , and the three p  orbitals are mixed (according to crystal field theory)
[64], These bonds lie along the x, v and r  axes in plus and minus directions, and  can 
be used in construction o f six “er" bonds [64], Covalent bond is, unlike its metallic 
counterpart, known to be highly directional. It appears that for a-F e and Ta, this 
effect of mixed metallic-covalent bonding involving various types o f “dsp"  bonding 
orbitals is no t large enough to alter the behavior due to the bcc structure, while in W, 
the two effects seem to balance each other.
In monocrystalline fee metals, the bonds are oriented along the face diagonals, 
{110). The fee metals A u, Cu, Ag, Pd, Ni, P t and  Al, listed in Tables 1-3, all belong 
to the (/-block with partially filled (/-shells [63], Th, which belongs to the actinide 
series, belongs to the same category. The fee metals contain linear chains of 
near-neighbor bonds in these directions, resulting in higher elastic stiffness 
coefficients along them. Since the (110) directions are generally closer to the 
corresponding (111) com pared to their (100) counterparts, X — X' is generally larger 
than unity. X (or X") and  x  arc both less than unity (x <  1, x' >  1- x" <  i / c\ t ) f ° r 
these crystals, giving rise to complex roots for both the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] and (1 1 0 )[1 10 ] 
through-cracks, and im aginary roots for the (110)[001] through-crack. It can then be 
inferred that {1 1 0 }<0 0 1 ) would constitute an easy cleavage system, while both 
{0 1 0 }(0 0 1 ) and  {1 1 0 }{1 1 0 ) would be deemed difficult.
The last class of elemental cubic single crystals considered here belong to group 
IVA of the periodic table. The group IVA elements C, Si and  Ge vary in metallicity 
from C to Ge. While C (diam ond) is strictly nonm etallic, characterized by covalent 
bonding, there is some metallic character in Si and Ge, the last one being termed 
m etalloid [63], As reported by Hoshi and  Fujiwara [65], the electronic structures of 
the diam ond cubic structure solids can be scaled with the metallicity param eter, a m, 
defined using the quantum  mechanical concept o f hopping within an atom , wherein 
the nearest neighbor tight binding (TB) H am iltonians can be constructed within the 
sp ’-hybridized orbitals. Detailed discussions on this topic are available in standard  
treatises, e.g., H arrison [6 6 ], A  system would be termed metallic, when a m — 1. 
Com puted a m values for C, Si and  Ge are reported to be 0.44, 0.75 and  0.77, 
respectively [65], Si and  G e are also sem iconductors unlike carbon. The covalent 
bond being strongly directional in nature gives diam ond its high stiffness, as noted in 
Table 1. The diam ond cubic structure displayed by these crystals can be seen from 



























































cubic unit cell and (ii) stacked layers, with layers running perpendicular to the body 
diagonals of the cubic.
It may be noted that the above bonds, unlike in the bcc and fee metals, are 
not arranged in linear chains in crystals with diam ond cubic structure listed in 
Tables 1-3. Here although the bonds are oriented along (111) directions, they are not 
continuously connected [59], Tensile strain along any of the (111) directions will, 
therefore, involve some bending as well as stretching. It is therefore reasonable to 
expect that the anisotropic ratios (A =  X' =  1/A.) for these classes o f crystals are 
generally not much larger than unity (Table 2). Additionally, because o f such 
layering, the easy cleavage plane for these cubic crystals belongs to the {1 1 1 }, while 
{110} cleavage planes are also possible. The fracture in different propagation 
directions on the {1 1 1 } cleavage planes is currently under investigation, and will be 
reported in a follow-up paper. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, A. (or A") and x  are both 
less than unity (x <  1, x' >  1- x" <  ^ /c 'ii/c ', ,)  for these crystals, giving rise to complex 
roots for both the (0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and im aginary roots for 
the (110)[001] through-crack. It can then be inferred that {110}{001) would constitute 
a relatively easy cleavage system, while both {0 1 0 }(0 0 1 ) and {1 1 0 }{ 1 1 0 ) would be 
deemed difficult. This is in agreement with experimental and com puter simulation 
results for Si [17,28], This also explains the anisotropy o f crack propagation on the 
{110} in Si, both experimentally observed [17,28] as well as supported by com puter 
sim ulations [28],
The next classes o f cubic single crystals studied here belong to com pounds, such 
as those with rock salt (NaCl), zinc blende (ZnS) and fluorite (C aF i) cubic 
structures. As C otton and W ilkinson [63] have stated, that "as soon as one changes 
from elements, where adjacent atom s are identical and the bonds are necessarily 
non-polar, to com pounds, there enters the vexatious question of when to describe a 
substance ionic and when to describe it as covalent". Table 4 lists % o f ionic 
character of com pound cubic crystals with rock salt, zinc blende and fluorite 
structures, based on Pauling's [62] approxim ate form ula given below:
% of ionic character in a single bond 1 — exp U a - J T b)- 100, (80)
in which X A and X B are electronegativity coefficients for elements A  and B, 
respectively, forming the single bond. F o r example. C otton and  W ilkinson [63] have 
further added, "bonds between unlike atom s all have some degree of polarity and 
when the polarity is relatively small it is practical to describe the bonds as polar 
covalent and when the polarity is very high it makes more sense to consider that the 
substance consists o f an array of ions".
In rock salt structure, the bonds form uninterrupted chains along the (100) cube 
edges. As shown in Table 2, the anisotropic ratios (A =  A' =  1/A) are generally 
smaller than unity for alkali halides (with the rock salt structure), which implies that 
the crystal is the stiffest along the cube edges, (1 0 0 ), which are also directions for 
nearest-neighbor bonds. U nder applied tensile stress parallel to any o f the (100) 
directions, the bonds elongate w ithout any rotation. In contrast, tensile stresses 
applied parallel to ( 1 1 0 ), ( 1 1 1 ) and other directions result in bending m otion in 



























































Table 4. Percentage of ionic bonding in compound crystals, based on Pauling's 
[62] equation.
Crystal Structure A M An % Ionic bond
AlSb Zinc blende 1.5 1.8 2.23
GaSb Zinc blende 1.8 1.8 0
GaAs Zinc blende 1.8 2.2 3.92
GaP Zinc blende 1.8 2.1 2.23
InAs Zinc blende 1.5 2.2 11.53
InP Zinc blende 1.5 2.1 8.61
InSb Zinc blende 1.5 1.8 2.23
ZnS Zinc blende 1.7 2.4 11.53
ZnSe Zinc blende 1.7 2.5 14.79
ZnTe Zinc blende 1.7 2.0 2.23
CdTe Zinc blende 1.5 2.0 6.06
HgTe Zinc blende 1.5 2.0 6.06
LiF Rock salt 1.0 4.1 90.95
LiCl Rock salt 1.0 2.9 59.45
LiBr Rock salt 1.0 2.8 55.50
MgO Rock salt 1.3 3.5 70.18
NaF Rock salt 1.0 4.1 90.95
NaCl Rock salt 1.0 2.9 59.45
NaBr Rock salt 1.0 2.8 55.50
KF Rock salt 0.9 4.1 92.27
KC1 Rock salt 0.9 2.9 63.21
KBr Rock salt 0.9 2.8 59.45
RbF Rock salt 0.9 4.1 92.27
RbCl Rock salt 0.9 2.9 63.21
RbBr Rock salt 0.9 2.8 59.45
TiC Rock salt 1.3 2.5 30.23
PbS Rock salt 1.6 2.4 14.79
PbSe Rock salt 1.6 2.5 18.33
PbF2 Fluorite 1.6 4.1 79.04
BaFi Fluorite 0.9 4.1 92.27
SrF-p" Fluorite 1.0 4.1 90.95
ThCh Fluorite 1.0 3.5 92.27
CaF-> Fluorite 1.1 4.1 79.04
UO-. Fluorite 1.0 3.5 79.04
halides are stiffest along the (100) directions. As a result, A. (or X") and x  are both 
greater than unity (x > 1, /  <  ^ x "  > y / c \ \ / c \ ,) for _these alkali halide crystals, 
giving rise to im aginary roots for the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 0 0 ] through-cracks, and 
complex roots for the (1 10)[001] through-crack. Tt can then be inferred that both 
{0 1 0 } {0 0 1 } and {1 1 0 } <1 1 0 } would constitute easy cleavage systems, whereas 
{1 1 0 )<0 0 1 } would be deemed difficult.
MgO (an alkaline earth  m etal oxide) and lithium  salts are, however, exceptions to 
the above-m entioned general rule for ionic crystals w ith the rock salt structure, for 
which X =  X' > 1. The reason is explained by New nham  [59], F or rock salt structures 
w ith small cations, such as Li+ and M g2+, the anions are in contact w ith one another. 
Bending actions are restricted when the anions are in contact. Consequently, elastic 



























































counterparts, resulting in larger than unity A =  A'. This is in contrast to the alkali 
halides, such as NaCl and KC1, where Cl anions are no t in contact. The im portance 
o f anion-anion forces were pointed out by W eidner and Simmons [67], who have 
found, in connection with the com putation o f elastic properties o f several alkali 
halides from a two-body central force model, the necessity to include anion-anion 
interactions in addition to cation-anion forces. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, X (or A.") 
and x  are both less than unity (x  <  1, x' >  1- x" <  \ / cn /c ' l l ) for these crystals, giving 
rise to complex roots for both the (0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and 
im aginary roots for the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1] through-crack. It can then be inferred that 
{llOKOOl) would constitute an easy cleavage system, whereas both {010J<001) and 
{llOKllO) would be deemed difficult.
TiC, PbS and PbSe with rock salt structures are more covalent than ionic, as 
com pared to N aCl. However, TiC, PbS and PbSe although covalent like zinc blende 
com pounds behave like o ther crystals with rock salt structures (NaCl). It may be 
noted that TiC is an interstitial-type carbide in which the carbon atom  occupies the 
octahedral hole in a closed packed array o f metal (Ti) atom s [59]. Since the 
anisotropic ratios, X =  A', for these crystals, as listed in Table 2, are less than unity, 
X (or A.") and x  are both greater than unity (x  >  1 ,x '  <  1 - X" > \ / c \ \ / c \\)- giving rise 
to im aginary roots for both the (0 i 0 )[0 0 i] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and 
complex roots for the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] through-crack. It can then be inferred that both 
{0 1 0 K 0 0 1 ) and { l l 0 }{l 1 0 ) would constitute easy cleavage systems, while { I l0 }{0 0 1 > 
would be deemed difficult.
Since the bonds are no t arranged in linear chains, the situation becomes more 
com plicated in o ther com pound cubic crystal structures listed in Tables 1-3. In the 
zinc blende (sphalerite) and fluorite structures, the bonds are oriented along ( 1 1 1 ) 
directions, but they are no t continuously connected [59]. Tensile strain along any of 
the (111) directions will, therefore, involve some bending as well as stretching [59]. 
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the anisotropic ratios (A =  A' =  1/A) for 
these classes of crystals are generally no t much larger than unity (Table 2).
The 111-V com pound semiconductors, AlSb, GaSb, GaAs, G aP, InAs, InP and 
InSb listed in Tables 1-3 have zinc blende (ZnS) or sphalerite (essentially diam ond 
cubic) structures. The same is true 11-V1 com pound sem iconductors ZnS, ZnSe, 
ZnTe, CdS, CdTe, HgTe. As Pauling [62] has stated that if  the atom s are those of 
group IVA or two elements symmetrically arranged relative to the IVA, the num ber 
o f valence electrons is right to perm it the form ation o f a tetrahedral covalent bond 
between each atom  and its four neighbors. Based on Pauling's equation. Equation
(80), they are all covalent com pounds with very low ionicity, as can be seen from 
Table 3. However, it should be noted that Pauling's form ula, given by Equation (80), 
is only an approxim ation based on a single factor of electronegativity. As Pauling
[62] has himself stated that in ZnS, for example, the extreme covalent structure of 
ZnS "places formal charges 2 on zinc and 2+ on sulfur. I t is probable that the bonds 
have enough ionic character in this crystal and in others o f similar structure to make 
charges of the atom s nearly zero; for ZnS this would require about 50% ionic 
character". O ther chemists are also am bivalent about the issue, as can be seen from 
the statem ent of C otton and W ilkinson [63] quoted above. This ambiguity 
notw ithstanding, these com pound sem iconductors can generally be classified as 



























































in Tables 2 and 3, a (or a ") and x  arc both less than unity ( x < l . x ' > l .  
X" < y / t 'u / i 'u )  f° r  these crystals, giving rise to complex roots for both the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] 
and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and im aginary roots for the ( 1 1 0 ) [ 0 0 1 ] through-crack. 
It can then be inferred that {110 }<0 0 1 } would constitute a relatively easy cleavage 
system, while both {010}{001} and {110}{110) would be deemed difficult. As has been 
experimentally observed by M argevicius and Gum bsch [33] for G aA s single crystals, 
and also noted by Perez and Gum bsch [28], the {110} family of planes constitute the 
easy cleavage plane for polar semiconductors. Furtherm ore, (110) was seen to be the 
preferred propagation direction. This is in agreement with the theoretical prediction 
o f the present investigation.
The com pound cubic crystals, P b F 2, B aF2, S rF2, T h 0 2, C aF 2 and U 0 2 listed in 
Tables 1-3 with fluorite structure are prim arily ionic solids. W ith the exception of 
P b F 2 and B aF2, k — k'  — (1/a) is generally lower than unity. As a result, a (or a") 
and x arc b ° th  greater than unity (x >  1, x! <  1- x" > y /^ n  Al,) for these, like their 
alkali halide counterparts, giving rise to im aginary roots for both the (0 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] and 
( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] through-cracks, and complex roots for the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1  ] through-crack. It 
can then be inferred that both {0 1 0 }{0 0 1 ) and {1 1 0 }{ 1 1 0 ) would constitute relatively 
easy cleavage systems, while {110}{001) would be deemed difficult. B aF 2 is 
macroscopically isotropic, while for P b F 2, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, a (or a") 
and x arc both less than unity (x < L x' > L x" < VWiA’n), giving rise to complex 
roots for both the (0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and im aginary roots for 
the ( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1] through-crack. It can then be inferred that {1 1 0 }{0 0 1) would constitute 
a relatively easy cleavage system, while both {0 1 0 }{0 0 1 ) and {110 }{ 1 1 0 ) would be 
deemed difficult.
Lastly, M gAl20 4, with spinel structure, and  perovskites B aT i0 3 (above the 
critical tem perature, Tc) and S rT i0 3, are listed in Tables 1-3. Strontium  titanate has, 
at room  tem perature, an ideal cubic perovskite structure with T i0 6 octahedra being 
connected by straight chains [59], As shown in Tables 2 and 3, a (or a ") and x  arc 
both less than unity ( x  <  1-X/ >  1-x” <  y^'ii A 'n ), giving rise to complex roots for 
both the (0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] and ( 1 1 0 )[1 10] through-cracks, and im aginary roots for the 
( 1 1 0 )[0 0 1 ] through-crack. It can then be inferred that {1 1 0 }{0 0 1) would constitute a 
relatively easy cleavage system, while both {0 1 0 }{0 0 1 ) and {110 }{ 1 1 0 ) would be 
deemed difficult.
Further, the anisotropy o f crack propagation direction should deserve a 
discussion with respect to a difficult spontaneous dislocation emission from the 
crack tip (or front). Rice and Thom son [6 8 ] have proposed a necessary criterion for 
spontaneous emission o f dislocations from the tip or front of an atomically sharp 
cleavage crack. According to these authors [6 8 ], cleavage is favored when the energy 
required to separate atom s is lower than the energy associated with dislocation 
emission from the crack tip or front. A lthough this criterion has no t been derived in a 
rigorous sense, this can broadly be sum m arized as follows: the crystals, whose 
dislocations have wide cores and values o f the param eter, b / ( s ^ y s) <  7.5 — 10, are 
ductile, whereas those with narrow  cores and larger values o f the param eter are 
brittle. Here b is the m agnitude o f the Burger’s vector, and ys is the true surface 
energy o f the crack plane. Rice and Thom son [6 8 ] have concluded with a certain level 



























































thermally assisted blunting o f a crack tip (front) can occur in the crystals investigated
by them" which include W, LiF, NaCl, M gO, A120 3, Si, Ge, C (diamond).
11. Numerical results
F irst, the following sets o f norm alized displacements and stresses are defined 
(stiffnesses, stresses and stress intensity factors are expressed in terms o f Pa, Pa and 
Pav/m , respectively, whereas displacements and thickness are in meter (m)):
in which the half-thickness h = 1 0 0  pm and far-field (applied) mode 1/11 loadings, 
(t ° °  and t ° °  are each i M Pa. Figures 5 and 6  show the variations o f the u *  and v*, 
under m ode 1 loading condition, with respect to .v-direction, [1 0 0 ], in the vicinity o f a 
semi-infinite crack front in Si single crystal shown in Figure i.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the variations o f u* and v*, under m ode 1 loading 
condition, with respect to y -d irection , [1 1 0 ], in the vicinity of a semi-infinite crack 
front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 2.
Figures 9-11 show the variations o f a*, a* and r*v„ under mode 1 loading 
condition, with respect to .v-direction, [1 0 0 ], in the vicinity o f a semi-infinite crack 
front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 1.
Figures 12-14 depict the variations of a*, a* and r*v„ under mode 1 loading
Figure 5. Variation of displacement, it*, in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along ,v [100] direction (mode I).
(a oo Too\
(u * , v*) =  10 6 ----- 1------ (m, v).
condition, with respect to y -d irection , [1 1 0 ], in the vicinity of a semi-infinite crack
*a 0.08
0 .00




























































front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 2. As expected, com parison of results 
relating to the displacements and stresses in the vicinity of the crack front pertaining 
to both the crack systems, shown in Figures 1 and 2 do not reveal any difference of 
behaviors under m ode I loading condition.
x[100]
Figure 6 . Variation of displacement, v*. in the vicinity of a (010) [00I] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [100] direction (mode I).
Figure 7. Variation of displacement, //*, in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 



























































Figure 8 . Variation of displacement, v*. in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along x' [110] direction (mode I).
x [100]
Figure 9. Variation of normal stress, cr*. in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along ,v [100] direction (mode I).
Figures 15 and 16 show the variations of it* and v* under m ode 11 loading 
condition, w ith respect to .v-direction, [1 0 0 ], in the vicinity of a semi-infinite crack 
front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 1.
Figures 17 and 18 depict the variations of it* and v* under m ode 11 loading 
condition, w ith respect to .y '-direction, [ 1 1 0 ] ,  in the vicinity of a semi-infinite crack 




























































Figure 10. Variation of normal stress, or*, in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along ,v [100] direction (mode I).
x [100]
Figure 11. Variation of shear stress. r*r  in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along ,v [100] direction (mode I).
Figures 19-21 show the variations o f or*, a* and r*T, under m ode II loading 
condition, w ith respect to .v-direction, [1 0 0 ], in the vicinity o f a semi-infinite crack 
front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 1.
Figures 22-24 depict the variations o f or*, a* and r*v, under mode II loading 




























































Figure 12. Variation of normal stress, <r*. in the vicinity of a (T10)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode I).
Figure 13. Variation of normal stress, a*, in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode I).
front in Si single crystal shown in Figure 2. As expected, com parison of results 
relating to these displacements and stresses in the vicinity o f the crack front 
pertaining to both crack systems, shown in Figures 1 and 2 do not reveal any 
difference of behaviors under mode TT loading condition.
Figure 25 shows variation of the normalized stress intensity factor, K*(z) — 
K(=)/Kp\imcsirain, through the thickness of a cubic crystal plate and weakened by 




























































Figure 14. Variation of shear stress, r*r, in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode I)!
x [100]
Figure 15. Variation of displacement, n*, in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [100] direction (mode II).
through-thickness variation for a far-field symmetrically distributed uniform  load, 
whereas its antisymmetric counterpart is displayed in Figure 25b. Such types of 
results are, to this date, unavailable in the literature. A large num ber o f terms (about 
300,000) are used to replicate the sharp drop to zero at the top and bottom  (stress 
free) surfaces o f the cracked cubic crystal plate under investigation.
Table 5a lists the structures and elastic compliance properties o f selected rock salt 




























































Figure 16. Variation of displacement, r*. in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [100] direction (mode II).
Figure 17. Variation of displacement, n*. in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along ,v' [110] direction (mode II).
fracturc characteristics. Tables 5b and c show the results for com puted LCD 
param eter (energy barrier) and  associated bond shear strains at crack deviation from 
a difficult cleavage system to an easy one, and  their correlations with the appropriate 
anisotropic ratios. Only two crack systems are considered: {100} (001) and 
{IlOKOOl}.
F o r alkali halides, {100}{001} is deemed to be the preferred cleavage system for 



























































Figure 18. Variation of displacement, v*. in the vicinity of a (110)[001 ] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode II).
x  [100]
Figure 19. Variation of normal stress, <t*. in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [I00] direction (mode II).
crack propagation. This is illustrated in Figure 26a. Non-vanishing LCD  energy 
barrier implies that a {1 1 0 }<0 0 1 } through crack in such single crystals would not 
deflect right at the appropriate Griffith critical stress intensity factor for mixed mode 
propagation because o f the lattice effect, but would require additional bond shear 
strains for N aCl, KC1, etc. (Table 5b). In the case o f non-vanishing LCD barrier, 
e.g. in NaCl with m oderately high anisotropic ratio, A — X' (=  1/A.) =  0.6865, the 



























































Figure 20. Variation of normal stress, a*, in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [100] direction (mode II).
Figure 21. Variation of shear stress. r*T. in the vicinity of a (010) [001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v [100] direction (mode II).
"difficult” m anner till an applied load som ewhat higher than its Griffith mixed mode 
counterpart is reached, and then only deflect into the easy cleavage system, 
{1 0 0 }{0 0 1 }. In addition, the bond breaking would no t be continuous but abrupt. In 
contrast, for an ionic crystal with the very low anisotropic ratio, X — X' (=  1/1), such 
as R bB r {X — 0.2855), LCD  barrier vanishes and the difficult {110){001} crack would 



























































Figure 22. Variation of normal stress, a*, in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode II).
Figure 23. Variation of normal stress, a*, in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
silicon along .v' [110] direction (mode II).
intensity factor. R eduction o f the LCD barrier with the decrease o f  the anisotropic 
ratio is quite rapid, as can be seen from  Table 5b.
F o r lithium  halides and M gO, {110}(001) is deemed to be the preferred cleavage 
system for reasons explained earlier in Section 10, whereas {100} (001) is considered 
difficult for crack propagation. This is illustrated in Figure 26b. Non-vanishing LCD 
energy barrier implies that a {1 0 0 } (0 0 1 ) through crack in such single crystals would 




























































Figure 24. Variation of shear stress, r*,., in the vicinity of a (110)[001] crack front (tip) in 
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Figure 26. Latticc crack deviation in cubic crystals: (a) Na, K and Rb halides: (b) Li halides 
and MgO.
mode propagation because o f the lattice effect, but would require additional bond 
shear strains (Table 5c). Again, the bond breaking would not be continuous but 
abrupt, when the LC D  param eter is high. Here also, the correlation o f  the LCD  
barrier with the modified anisotropic ratio is clearly observable from Table 5c.
It is interesting to note, in connection with bcc metals in general and W  in 
particular, that according to G riffith’s fracture theory, only surfaces with minimum 
surface energy should be favored as the plane o f crack propagation. N otw ithstanding 
the success o f this approach, there are exceptions to this rule, the most enigmatic 
being the {100} cleavage o f bcc transition metals [34], especially maeroseopieally 
isotropic tungsten (W). A lthough the close packed {110} surface has lower surface 
energy, y, the preferred cleavage plane has been observed by Hull and Bcardm orc
[35] to be {100}. F o r W, {100}{001) is deemed to be the preferred cleavage system for 



























































Figure 27. Schematic of a through-thickness semi-infinite crack in a cubic monocrystalline 
plate and the associated coordinate systems.
{110K001) is considered difficult for crack propagation. N on-vanishing LCD energy 
barrier implies that a {110K001) through crack in a W single crystal would not 
deflect right at the appropriate Griffith critical stress intensity factor for mixed mode 
propagation because of the lattice effect, but would require additional bond shear 
strains (Table 5b). In the case o f non-vanishing LCD  barrier, the difficult {110}<001) 
crack may initially get lattice trapped and /o r propagate in a "difficult" m anner till an 
applied load somewhat higher than its G riffith mixed m ode counterpart is reached, 
and then only deflect onto the easy cleavage system, {1 0 0 }{0 0 1 ). In addition, the 
bond breaking would not be continuous but abrupt.
12. Summary and conclusions
Derivation o f the three-dimensional stress field at the front of a through-crack 
weakening a cubic single crystal plate has rem ained a challenge to the researchers in 
the field o f mechanics of solids/materials. A heretofore unavailable eigenfunction 
expansion technique, based in part on separation of the z-variable, is developed to 
derive three-dimensional asym ptotic displacement and stress fields in the vicinity of 
the front o f a semi-infinite through-crack weakening an infinite plate m ade o f a 
hom ogeneous cubic single crystal. Crack-side boundary conditions and those that 
are prescribed on the top and bottom  (free, fixed or lubricated) surfaces o f the cubic 
crystal plate are exactly satisfied. Explicit expressions for singular stress fields in the 
vicinity o f the front o f through cracks, weakening cubic single crystal plates 



























































and antiplane shear (mode ITT) loadings are presented. Expressions for displacements 
and stresses derived here reduce to their two-dimensional counterparts. Extensive 
numerical results for the displacement and stress fields are also presented. O f special 
significance are the numerical results pertaining to the through-thickness variations 
o f stress intensity factors for uniform load and its skew-symmetric counterpart that 
also satisfy the stress free boundary conditions on the top and bottom  surfaces of the 
cracked cubic crystal plates under investigation.
The present investigation considers three through-crack systems, (010)[001] with 
the [1 0 0 ] propagation direction, ( 1 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] with the [1 1 0 ] propagation direction, and 
(110))[110] with the [001] propagation direction, weakening cubic crystals. The 
choice for easier (or m ore difficult) cleavage system depends on the normalized 
elastic param eter, y , y ' or y ’\  which, in turn, depends on the respective anisotropic 
ratio . A, =  1 / a ,  a  =  1 / a ,  or a "  =  1 / a " ,  a  =  1 / a .  is a function of the elastic stiffness 
coefficients com puted with respect to the cube edges.
A tom istic modeling of cracks requires consideration of both the long range 
elastic interactions and the short range chemical reactions. The Griffith-Trwin 
approach does not take the la tter into account. Besides, the experimentally observed 
deflected crack would propagate under mixed m ode (i.e. opening and shear mode) 
and its relationship with the lattice trapping phenom enon has not been studied in the 
literature. These concerns have necessitated introduction o f a new concept o f the 
lattice crack deviation (LCD) param eter, and its quantification. The LCD  param eter 
is, like its lattice trapping counterpart, also a m anifestation o f the discreteness of the 
lattice itself. It also is influenced by the direction in which the crack front bonds are 
broken. The critical stress, erj, responsible for shear kinking o f bonds which follow 
zigzag paths, has been obtained in a m anner analogous to m icro-buckling and kink 
band form ation and propagation in a unidirectional fiber reinforced composite 
specimen, such as carbon fiber reinforced epoxy, with initial fiber waviness or 
misalignment. The prim ary difference is, however, that here although the applied 
loading is tensile (and not compressive), the bond will initially be compressed and 
shear-kinked because o f the snapping effect. The present analysis is based on elastic 
plane inextensional deform ation of the bond. The dom inant effect of the shear 
deform ation would cause the onset o f a critical state in the parallel atom ic bonds, 
responsible for a collective phenom enon (dom ino effect) of kinked bond-band  
form ation and propagation, leading to crack turning from a m ore difficult cleavage 
system to an easier one.
Additionally, the relationships o f the easier cleavage planes based on the present 
solutions with the structural chemistry aspects of various single crystals, such as bcc 
alkali metals, bcc transition alkali metals, fee transition metals, group IVA (diam ond 
cubic) elements, usually ionic com pounds (rock salt and fluorite structures), covalent 
com pounds (zinc blende structure), etc, are discussed here. Various aspects o f the 
underlying structural chemistry o f these cubic crystals, such as Bravais lattice type, 
bonding (covalent, ionic and metallic), bonding (including hybridized) orbitals, 
electro-negativity o f constituent atom s in a com pound, polarity, etc, play key roles in 
the determ ination of easy cleavage planes and propagation directions. The present 
solutions are consistent with the some o f the results pertaining to structure-fracture 




























































Finally, the results for com puted LCD  param eter (energy barrier) and associated 
bond shear strains a t crack deviation from a difficult cleavage system onto an easy 
one, and their correlations with the appropriate anisotropic ratios are presented. 
Only two crack systems are considered: (100}{001) and {110}<001). F o r example, for 
alkali halides, ( 1 0 0 }{0 0 1 ) is deemed to be the preferred cleavage system for reasons 
explained earlier in Section 10, whereas {110}<001) is considered difficult for crack 
propagation. Non-vanishing LC D  energy barrier implies that a {110}<001) through 
crack in such single crystals would no t deflect right a t the appropriate Griffith 
critical stress intensity factor for mixed m ode propagation because of the lattice 
effect, bu t would require additional bond shear strains for NaCl, KC1, etc. 
(Table 5b). In the case o f non-vanishing LCD  barrier, e.g. in NaCl with m oderately 
high anisotropic ratio, A =  A' (=  1 / k )  — 0.6865, the difficult {110}<001) crack may 
initially get lattice trapped and /o r propagate in a "difficult" m anner till an applied 
load som ewhat higher than its G riffith mixed m ode counterpart is reached, and  then 
only deflect onto the easy cleavage system, ( 1 0 0 }{0 0 1 ). In addition, the bond 
breaking would no t be continuous bu t abrupt. F o r an ionic crystal with the very low 
anisotropic ratio, X — X' {— 1/A.), such as R bB r A =  0.2855, LCD barrier vanishes 
and  the difficult {1 1 0}<0 0 1) crack would deflect into its easy counterpart right a t the 
G riffith mixed m ode critical stress intensity factor. R eduction o f the LCD  barrier 
with the decrease of the appropriate anisotropic ratio is quite rapid.
In single crystals o f alkali halides (rock salt structure), when subjected to tensile 
stress, cr+, applied along, e.g. [0 1 0 ] direction, bonds will ultimately fail in tension, and 
no ro tation  or shear deform ation effect is expected to influence bond failure. 
N o crack deviation is expected in such cases. In contrast, when single crystals o f bcc 
metals, lithium salts or M gO, are subjected to tensile stress, cr+, applied along, e.g. 
[0 1 0 ] direction, bonds follow zigzag paths, and the bond failure would primarily be 
governed by shear deform ation, and will generally lead to crack deflection.
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Appendix 1. Details o f the derivation of the solution involving complex roots for a
(010) |0011 through-crack (mode 1/11 loading)
Some of the details of the mathematical derivation of the solution, involving complex roots, 
for a cubic crystal plate, weakened by (010) [001] through-crack and subjected to mode I/II 
loading (Section 5, Case (a)), are presented here. The components of displacement that satisfy 
the equilibrium Equations (1) can be expressed in the following form:
u(x,y, z) =  ^/) i i sin(Az) +  Di cos(Ar)j(ik) | A \ (.v +  (£ +  i(j) v) +/12^ +  (£ — iij) y f
+  ,4, (a- +  (—£ +  irj) y f  +  +  (—£ — (81a)
v(.v ,.i\z) =  ^ / j i / s in (A z )+  / j 2 cos(Az)^(zA)'[/}] (.v +  (£ +  ir j) y f  +  /}2( .v +  (£ — ir j)y f
+  /},(,- +  (—£ +  irj) y f  +  B4(x +  (—£ — i f j ) (81b)
st'(.v, j’, z) =   ^/ ) i cos(Az) +  D i i  sin( A r l j ( ik ) [Ci (.v +  (£ +  ir j) y f   ^ +  (£ — irj) y f ^  *
+  Cj (x +  ( -*  +  ii j )y f  +  C4(x +  ( -*  -  irj)yr], (81c)
where £ and rj are as given in Equation (22), and A/,, B/,, C/v, A =  1 ,... ,4, are undetermined 
coefficients. It may be noted that B/, can be expressed in terms of the corresponding A/,, 
A =  1 ,... ,4 by using Equations (15) and (21).
/}, =  (//, +  iIL )A \.  Ih = (II\ -  M i)A i ,  (82a, b)
B} = ( - / / ,  +  iII2)A}, B4 = - ( / / i  +  i Ih )A 4, (82c, d)
in which
//, =  _  y - "  +  <‘*>, / / ,  = . (83a. b)
(<‘12 +  <‘66) (<‘12 +  <‘66)
The corresponding stress field can easily be obtained from Equation (81). It is convenient to 
express the components of the displacement vector and stress tensor, in terms of the cylindrical 
polar coordinate system (r,0,z): see Figure 27. Expressing



























































p' cos(i//) =  /-(cos(ff) — $ sin(fl)), p' sin(i//) =  r(i; sin(fl)), (84b)
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p = /•|(cos(fl) +  $ sin(ff) )2 +  i f  sin2^ )}^", (85a)
p' = r|(cos(0) — $ sin(ff))2 +  i f  sin2^ )}^", (85b)
and
/,/ / ,«  cos(0) +  $sin(0)COS(l//(fl)) =  -----------------:------ ------:----- ------ r-7 , (8 6a)
|(cos(0) +  $ sin(fl))2 +  i f  sin2(0)}
sin(i//(fl)) = ----------------------------------- ;----- f-r, (8 6b)
|(cos(0) +  $ sin(ff) )2 +  i f  sin2(0)}
/////,«  cos(fl) -$ s in (0 ) cos(i//(fl)) = -----------------^ ^ ----- ------r-T , (86c)
|(cos(0) — $ sin(fl))- +  i f  sitr(ff)}
sin(i//(6»)) = ------------------; m , (86d)
|(cos(0) — $ sin(fl))2 +  i f  sin2(0)}
the general asymptotic form for the displacement and stress fields can be written as 
follows:
u{r,9,z) = r'/)/,(r)(/A)5[|(cos(fl) +  $ sin(fl))2 +  i f  sin2(0)}s/"|/4i cos(ji//) +  A 2 sin(ji//)}
+  |(cos(0) — $ sin(ff))2 + i f  sin2(0)}s/"|/4j cos(ji//) +  A4 sin(ji//')}] +  0 (r'+2),
(87a)
v(r, 0 , z) =  r'Di,(:)(iky  ^ {(cos(fl) +  $ sin(fl))2 +  i f  sin2(0)}s/"
x \(H\A\ + / / 2/42)cos(ji//) +  (//i/42 — / /2/4i)sin(ji//)}
+  |(cos(0) — $ sin(fl))- +  i f  sitrCff)}'^
x [—(H\At, — H2A4) cos(.yi//) — (H 1A4 + H2A3) sin(ji//)} +  0 (r '+2), (87b) 
\v(r, 9, z) = 0 (r '+1), (87c)
ax(r, 6 ,z) = r' 1 Di,(z)(ikYs^[(cos(ff) +  $ sin(0) )2 +  i f  sin2(6>)}1' *)/-[(^ l 1 {fi 1 -t-(^//i — i]H2)cn \
+ A2 [(nHl + f / / 2)ci2})cos((j- l)i/') +  (~A\[(iiH\ + ? / / : )f,:}
+  A2{cu+(%Hi -  ?;//:)fi:}) sin((j -  l)i//)]+ ((cos(0) -  $sin(0))2 
+ i f  sin2((9)}1' 1)/-[( 4^ 3 {£*11 + (^ //i  - i i H 2)ci2} -  A4[(iiH \ +  f /A V i : }  j  cos((j -  l) i//)



























































o r( i\0 ,r) =  A,(-)(/Af s({(cos(0) +  ?sin{0 )): +  i f  siir(0 )}u"“ l,/:
x [(.-I] {c’i: +  (?//] -  t]Ih)c\ i } +  A2{(t]II\ +  i }) cos((.y -  l)i/0 
+  ( - A t  {(r)II\ +  ?//:)c’n }+-'l:{fi:+(?//i -  t]II2)c\\ })sin((.v -  l)i/0]
+  {(cos(0 ) -  ? sin(6)f + i f  siir(0 )}u l,/‘ [(.'l3{ci: +  (?//] -  iill2)c\ i}
-  Aa[(i)II\ +  i }) cos((.v -  l)i//) +  U 3{(>?//| +  i}
+  4,1c ,2 +  (f//i -  i?//2Vii })sin((.v -  1)# )]) +  0 (,-i+l), (8 8b)
Txv(r,e,:) = t-5 ^ D h(:)(ik)sscJ^{(cos(9) +  ? sin( 6) f + i f  siir(0)}U 'V~[{A\ (? +  I I \ )
-M :(i7 + J/:)}cos((j'-  l)i/0 +  {—A\(i) +  / /:)  +  .-!:(? +  II\ )}sin((.v — 1)^)]
+  {(cos(0) -  ? sin(0)): +  i f  sin: (0)}U l,/_ [{- A }($ +  //]) +  ^ 4(1? +  //:)} cos((.v -  l)i//)
-  [A)(t) +  II2) +  .'14(? +  U \ )}sin((.v-  1)^')]) +  O U ^ ' l  (88c)
a-(r,0,:) = lD/,(r)(/A)i«'i:|{(cos(0) +  ?sin(0 )): +  i f  siir(0)}u l)/-[(.4i {1
+  ?//] — r)II2} +  Ai[t)II\ +  ? //2})cos((.y — l)!/') +  (-.-I] {??//] +  ?//:}
+.'12{1+?//i — >?//2}) sin((.y — l)i^)] +  j(cos(0 ) — ? sin(0 ))2 
+  i f  sin2(0 )}U 1 ,/:[(.'l3{1 +?//) -  i]II2} -  +  W :}) cos((.v -  1)#))





t i r ( /% 0 ,.- )  =  O (» 'i ); Ti r (/% 0 ,--)  =  O ( / 'i ) ,  ( 8 8 e ,  f)
A\ =  /I] -f- /12. /12 =  /(/11 — /12). (89a)
.•I 3 =  A 3 +  /I4 . /14 =  /f A 3 — /I4). (89b)
Dh(:) = D\ sin(Ar) + D 2 cos(Ar), (90)
D \ = i D u D2 = D 2. (91a, b)
It may be noted that since s or Re.v (when s is complex) is positive, all the higher order terms in 
Equation (8 8 ) vanish as /•—»• 0. The components of displacement can now be expressed in the 
cylindrical polar coordinate system as follows:
ur( i\0 ,r) =  rsDi,(:)(iky^{(cos(0) + $ m i ( 0 ) f+ t f m r ( 0 ) \  [{.-I] cos(0)
+  (II\ A\ +  II2A 2) sin(0)} cos(.vij/) +  \A 2 cos(0) +  (II\ A 2 — II2A \ ) sin(0)} sin(.yi/0]
+  {(cos(0) -  ?sin(0)): +  i f  siir(0)}i/‘ [{.-l3 cos(0) +  ( ~ I I \A 3 + / / 2.'l4)sin(0)} 



























































ug(r,0,z) =  (r)(zA)‘v|{(cos(ff) +  £ sin(ff))2+ ? ;2 sin2(ff)} [{ —A\ sin(ff)
+  {H\A \ +  H2A2)cos{9)} cos(ji//) +  {—.^2 sin(fl) +  (H\ A2 — cos(ff)} sin(ji//)] 
+  {(cos(ff) — £ sin(ff) )2 +  rf  sin2(fl)}'^[— {/13 sin(fl) +  (H\ A 3 — / / 2/l4)cos(ff)}
x cos(ji//) — \A 4 sin(ff) +  (H\ A4 +  / / 2 3) cos(0)} sin(ji//)]j +  0(iM l ),
(92b)
w(r, 9, z) = 0{r  ). (92c)













Tr- " cosfl sin 9 " T.cr
Ttfr sin 9 cos6>_ T rr .
(93b)
The stress component, a-, is as given in Equation (8 8d).
Appendix 2. Details of the derivation of the solution involving imaginary roots for a
(010) |001| through-crack (mode 1/11 loading)
This appendix provides some of the details of the mathematical derivation of the solution, 
involving imaginary roots, for a cubic crystals plate, weakened by (0 1 0 ) [0 0 1 ] through-crack 
and subjected to mode I/II loading (Section 5, Case (b)). The components of displacement that 
satisfy the Equilibrium Equations (1) can be expressed in the following form:
u(x, r ,z) = (^D\isin(A~) +  £>2 cos(Ar)^(zA)‘v[/( 1 (.v +  i(g +  r ( ) y f  +  /(2U' — i(£ +  i i ' )y f
+  A 3(-V +  /(S' -  r,')yf +  A4(x -  ;(£' -  r ()y f] .  (94a)
v(.v. r ,r) =  /^>i / sin(A~) +  D2 COS(kz))(ikf[B)(x + i{£ +  ?/).))' +  B2{x — i{£ +  ?/).))'
+  Bi(x  +  /(£' -  rj')yf +  B4(x -  i(g -  ?/).)’/ ] ,  (94b)
n-(.v, r ,r) ={^D\ cos(Ar) +  /WsinlAr^lzA) ' 41 [<? 1 (,v -4- i(g +  r]')yfj l +  C2(.v — ;(£' +  ?/) r)‘v+l
+  C:Ax +  / i f  -  r{) y f 1 +  C4(x -  / i f  -  r , ')y f+1]. (94c)
where £' and ?/are as given in Equation (39), and A^, B/,, Q ,  A= 1....... 4, are undetermined
coefficients. It may be noted that B/v can be expressed in terms of the corresponding A /v, 
A =  1....... 4, by using Equations (15) and (38).
B] = —iH \A \ , Ih = iH \A2< (95a, b)



























































H, = _ t ; - „ - r 66(r  +  ,/)2} H, = _ t ; - „ - r M(r  - » / ) 2} (96a b)
(f'12 +  ('<,<,)($ +  1]) (ri2 +  ('«,)($ — V )
The corresponding stress field can easily be obtained from Equation (94). It is convenient to 
express the components of the displacement vector and stress tensor, in terms of the cylindrical 
polar coordinate system (/-, 0. r), see Figure 27. Expressing
pi cos(i//|(0)) =  /• cos(0), pi sin(i//|(0)) =  /-(if +  i f ) sin(0), (97a)
p'i cos(i//,l (0)) =  rcos(0), p'| sinti/Zj (0)) = /-(if +  if) mi(0), (97b)
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in which
p i =  /-(cos2(0) +  (if +  i f f  sin2(0)}l/“, (98a)
p\ = /-{cos2(0) +  (if — i f f  sin2^ )} 1^ , (98b)
and
cos(i//1 (0)) = ------------------ cos(0)_---- ------  ' (99;^
(cos2(0 ) +  ($' +  i fT  siir(0)}
sin(i//1 (0 )) = ---------- +  i i ) sin(g) ^  ^ (99b^
(cos2(0 ) +  ($' +  i f f  siir(0 )}
cos(i//, (0)) = ----- ;---------------------- -— -i7=r. (99c)
|cos‘(0 ) +  (£' — i f f  siir(0)}
sin(i//,l (0)) = ----- ;— - — ij)Sm(g) ,— . (99d)
(cos‘ (0 ) +  ($' -  i f f  siir(0 )}
the general asymptotic form for the displacement and stress fields can be written as follows:
u(r.0.z) = /J7Jjr,(r)(/A')i ^|cos2(0) +  (if +  i f f  sin2(t?>} ( .^ ( | cos(4i//|) +  A2 sin(4i//|)}
+  |cos2(0 ) +  (if — i f f  sin2(t?>} 3  cos(4i//j) +  A4 sin^i^)}] +  0 (/J+2), ( 100a)
]’(/•,0.:) = ri (cos2((9) +  (if +  i f f  sin2( ( 9 ) { —//  ^ 2 cos(4i//|) +  H\A  1 sin(4i//|)}
+  |cos2(0) +  (if — i f f  sin2((9)}i/”(—//^.-1(4 cos(4i//,l) +  H'7Aj siii^i^)}] +  0 (/J+2),
( 100b)
ir(/-,0 ,r) =  0 (/J+l), (100c)
a,-(r,0,z) = rs 1 Di,(:)(ikfs^lcos2(0) +  (if +  i f f  sin2(0)}(i n/' j f n  +  H\(% +  »?)< i2}
1 ) f  i  1 1 1 ( i  1 )/2
x | A 1 cos((4 — 1 )i//1) +  A2 sin((4 — 1 )i//1)} +  j cos‘(0) +  (f — ?; )”snr (0) |
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ay ( r ,9 , : )  =  r' ]Di,(z)(ikYsls[cos1(0) +  (£' +  rj')2 s irr(0 )} <5 n /' | ( ' i 2 +  H \(£  4- ^ ( ’n )
x  | / 1 | cos((s  — l)i^ i)  +  A i  s in ((j — l) i^ i)} +  |c o s 2(0) +  — rf)1 sin2(0)}(i IV” 
x  {c t i+ H ' i i i ;  — i])c] i } [ / l j  co s((j — 1) ^ )  +  A 4 s in ((j — +  0 (i'i+>), ( 101b)
Txr(r, 6,z) =  ry 1 Dh(z)(ikYsc(,(,ls[cos2(e) +  (^ +  j/)2sin2(0)}(i 'V' [(//', -  +  ??')}
x  [—A i  cos((s  — l ) ^ i )  +  A 1 s in ((j — l) i^ i)} +  |c o s 2(0) +  ( £  — rj')2 sin2(0)}(i IV” 
x  ( M  -  ( r  -  ^ ) } ( “ ^ 4 c o s((^ -  l ) ^ , )  +  ^ 3 s i n ( ( j -  l )# ,) }  +  0 ( r '+ lX ( 101c)
a: (r, 6, r )  =  r ' 1 D h(:)( ikYsc] i l^cos2(9) +  (g  +  r{)2 sin2(0)}(i 1V”
x  ( l + / / | ( f + ? ; ) } ( / l |  c o s ( ( j -  l) i^ i)  +  / l 2 s i n ( ( j -  1 )^ 0 }
+  (co s2(0 )+ (^  -  rj')2 sin2(0)}<5 ' >/_ (1 4- H'2(£ -  77)} (^3  cos((s  -  1 )^ ,)
+  / I4 s in ((j — l)i^ | )1 +  0 ( i ' i+>), ( lO ld )
t  ,-Ar, 0 , r )  =  0 ( f ) ,  Tr:(i\ 0 , -)  =  O(r') ,  ( lO le, 0
in w hich A k, k  =  1 , . . . ,  4, is defined  as b e fo re  in E q u a tio n  (89), w h ereas D b(z)  is th e  sam e as 
given earlier in E q u a tio n s  (90) an d  (91).
I t  m ay  be n o ted  th a t since s  o r  R e  s  (w hen s  is com plex) is positive , all th e  h igher o rd e r 
term s in E q u a tio n  (101) van ish  as r - * 0 .  T he co m p o n e n ts  o f  d isp lacem en t can now  be 
expressed  in th e  cy lindrical p o la r  c o o rd in a te  system  as follow s:
itr( r ,6 , : )  =  r>Di,(: )( iky^{cos2(ff) +  ( £  +  ? /)2sin2(0)}5/,'~ [ |/ l | cos(0) — / / ' | ^ 2 sin(0) } c o s ( ^ i )
+  j / l j  cos(0) +  H\ A 1 sin (0 )}sin (ji^ i)] +  |c o s 2(0) +  (S' — rj')2 sin2(0)}s/” 
x  [ | / l j  cos(0) — //',/l4sin (0)}  c o s ( j ^  ) +  {/I4 cos(0) +  M / l j  s in (0 )} s in ( j^ ) ] )  +  0 ( r '+2),
( 102a)
i iy ( i \0 ,z)  =  Di,(:)(ikyl^\cos2(6) +  (£ +  rj')2 sin2(0)}s/”[—[A\ sin(0) +  H\Ai cos(0)} c o s ( j^ i )
+  Ai sin(0) +  H\A\ cos(0)}sin(.y^i)] +  |cos2(0) +  (£' — rj')2 sin2(0)}s/” 
x [—{/I3 sin(0) +  H\/l4cos(0)] cos(ji//|) +  A4 sin(0) +  H\Ai cos(0)}sin(.yi//|)]^
+  0 ( r '+2), (102b)
t ((/-, 0 , r )  =  0 ( t s+1). ( 102c)
S im ilarly , the  co m p o n e n ts  o f  the  a sy m p to tic  stress field can be  conven ien tly  expressed by  using  
s ta n d a rd  tran s fo rm a tio n  ru le, given earlie r in E q u a tio n  (93). T he stress c o m p o n en t, a z, is as 
given in E q u a tio n  (lO ld ).
Appendix 3. Solution for a (110)[110] through-crack
(i)  Mode 111 loading
T he asy m p to tic  so lu tio n s  fo r d isp lacem en ts  and  stresses in a cub ic  crysta l p la te  w eakened  by  a
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F ollo w in g  a sim ilar p ro c ed u re  as ou tlin ed  in  A p p en d ix  2, fo r n o n triv ia l cs, th e  ch arac te ris tic  
e q u a tio n  fo r  th e  system  o f  P D F s , E q u a tio n s  (56), is o b ta in ed  as follow s:
cu, +  c'bfj r  =  0, (103a)
lead in g  to
Pi 2 =  ±z /-p -. (103b)
V  C66
T he d isp lacem en t an d  stress fields in  th e  vicinity  o f  a  sem i-in fin ite  c rack  fro n t c an  now  be 
expressed in  th e  sam e m an n e r a s  th a t  o f  a n  o r th o rh o m b ic  p la te  [69],
( ii) Mode I j l l  loadings
T he a sy m p to tic  so lu tio n s  fo r d isp lacem en ts an d  stresses in  a  cub ic  c ry sta l p la te  w eakened by a 
(1 10)[110] th ro u g h -c ra ck  an d  sub jected  to  m o d e  I / I I  lo ad in g  (S ec tion  7), a re  p resen ted  here.
( a )  C o m p l e x  r o o t s
By follow ing a sim ilar p ro c ed u re  a s  ou tlin ed  ab o v e  in  Sec tion  5 and  A p p en d ix  1, an d  defin ing 
th e  m o d e  I stress in tensity  fac to r, Ki(z),  as
K\(z)  — y f lD h (z ) ( i k ) ^ ~ ( s/ c \ \C 22 +  t'i2)'4|» (104)
th e  co m p o n e n ts  o f  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts in  th e  vicinity  o f  a  sem i-in fin ite  c rack  fro n t, u n d e r 
sym m etric  far-field  lo ad in g , c an  be expressed  a s  follow s:
!((/•, 0,z) =
Ki(z) [r
{(cos0  +  ?" s in 0 )2 +  i f  sin2 0 } I/4{ ( x/V ik ’'h — t’12)  cos(i^ /2 )
(O I <11 CJ2) V-
— (\/V i 11^  ! +  f | 2^ |^ s i n ( i ^ / 2 ) +  {(cos0  — £" s in 0 )2 +  i f  sin2 0} 




Ki(z) rr- 2 ,1) !/4{(cos 0 +  f"  s in 9)2 +  r f  sin2 0} (c’iK'11 c'12)
(c'l K'l I CT2) V- 
+  2 X/Vi 1 c\ ji j ’ sin (i^ /2 ) j  +  {(cos0  — f"  s in 0 )2 +  ??"sin2 0}




2 c '66? "
c o s ( t / / / 2 ) +  2 v/V| 1 c'| | /?" s in ( i///2 ) (105b)
w hereas th e  co m p o n e n ts  o f  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts in  th e  vicinity  o f  a  sem i-in fin ite  c rack  fro n t, 
u n d e r skew -sym m etric  far-field  lo ad in g , c an  be expressed as follow s:
!((/’, 0,z) = K u (z) fr
(c'l I C'l I CJ2 ) V  -
(c'l K '11 C J t) „
r ff ? ? 1  ^/4j (cos 0 +  ?  sin  9 Y  +  1] s i i r  0}
+  2 X/Vi 1 c\ | r f  s in ( i^ /2 ) j +  {(cos0  — f"  s in 0 )2 +  i f  sin2 0} 
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v ( r , 9 , : )  =
Kn (-')
|(c o s  9 +  sinf?)2 +  rj" sin2 0 } '/4 j — c'i2)  c o s (^ /2 )(c 'lK 'n  CJ2 ) V 2  
+  ( \ / c'i 1 c'\ 1 +  c’12)  ^ 7 sin (i^ /2 ) +  |(c o s  9 — f  sin  9)2 +  rj" sin2 0}
(% A'nf ii -  c'12)  cosfi/Z /2) -  (% A'nf ii +  0 2 )  |^ s in ( ^ 7 2 )
1 / 4
(106b)
in  w hich 1jj a n d  1jj' a rc  given by E q u a tio n s  (86a, b) a n d  (86c, d ), respectively , w ith § a n d  rj being 
rep laced  by £" a n d  rj", respectively. T h e  expressions fo r  stress c o m p o n en ts  c an  a lso  be w ritten  
by u sing  a p p ro p ria te  f  a n d  f ,  a n d  a lso  rep lacing  § a n d  rj by §" a n d  rj", respectively in 
E q u a tio n s  (31) a n d  (37) fo r m ode  I a n d  m ode  II  load in g , respectively. T his case is s im ilar to  its 
o r th o tro p ic  (transverse ly  iso tro p ic ) c o u n te rp a r t  [70],
C a s e  ( b ) :  i m a g i n a r y  r o o t s
By fo llow ing  a  sim ilar p ro ced u re  as o u tlin ed  ab o v e  in  Sec tion  5 a n d  A ppend ix  2, a n d  defin ing  
the  m ode I stress in tensity  fac to r, K t(r ) ,  as
K , (r) =  \ f l D h{:){ik) x^ 2 Cbbi” { -  rj'") +  c x^ ' "  +  ri '") \A , ,  ( 107) 
(<•1 2 +<•<*)
the  co m p o n e n ts  o f  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts , in  the  v icin ity  o f  a  sem i-in fin ite  c rack  fro n t, u n d e r 
sym m etric  far-fie ld  load in g , c an  be expressed  as follow s:
ti(i\ 9 , : )  =
*■(-) {cos2 e +  (?"' +  rj'")2 sin2 9 \1/4 j v/ciic'11f$"' +  rj”')
(c*i 1 Cj j C ^ 2 V ^
+  c’i2(?'" -  rj’”) \ cosfi^/2) -  {cos2 6 +  (?"' -  rj'")2 sin2 0}1/4Jv/cnc'11f$'" -  rj'") 
+  fi2(?"' +V")}cos(^',/2)
r (>\9,:) =  - *i( -)
(108a)
{cos2 6 +  (?"' +  rj'")2 sin2 0}1/4 jc 12 +  V'c 11 c',, (?"' -  rj'")21 sin(^,/2)
(108b)
(C\ 1 C j j 0 ^ 2 )^ '"  V  2
-  jco s20 +  (?"' -  rj'")2 sin2 0}1/4 j c'12 +  V c u c 'n f? '"  +  V")2} sin (]//,/2 ) 
By defin ing  the  m ode II stress in tensity  fac to r, A j[(r), as
K„( -) =  y /2 D h( d ) m 1' 2
Cf,brj
(c’ 12 +  c’66)(?"' +  rj'")
{s / c n c 2 2(£"  -  rj'") +  c 12(?"' +  rj '")\A2, (109)
the  co m p o n e n ts  o f  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts , in  the  v icin ity  o f  a  sem i-in fin ite  c rack  fro n t, u n d e r 
skew -sym m etric  far-fie ld  load in g , c an  be expressed  as follow s:
u(i\ 6, r) = A’llC-') {cos2 6  +  (§"' +  tj" ')2 sin2 0}
fc'iK n  -  c2l2)rj"' V 2
x j v/ciic'11f$"' +  rj'")2 +  c'121 sin(i^i/2) -  {cos2 9 +  (?"' -  rj'")2 sin2 0} 
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v(/-,0, r) = K » { z ) {cos2 0 +  ($"' +  ?f')2 sin2 0} 1/4j v/fiif'11(?"' -  V")
( c iK 'n  V  2
+  c i:(? '"  +  V”)} cos(i//i/2 ) -  {cos2 0 +  (?"' -  f f ) 2 sin2 0}>/4 
x  {v/f'i i t n ( ? '"  +  V") +  c n ( f  -  V " )} co s(i//,/2 )  , (110b)
in w hich 1//1 a n d  i//', a rc  given by  E q u a tio n s  (99a, b ) a n d  (99c, d ), respectively , w ith g  a n d  rf 
be ing  rep laced  by  a n d  rf", respectively. T h e  expressions fo r stress c o m p o n en ts  can  a lso  be 
w ritten  by  using  a p p ro p ria te  1//1 a n d  i a n d  a lso  rep lacin g  a n d  rf b y  a n d  rf", respectively 
in E q u a tio n s  (45) a n d  (50) fo r m o d e  I a n d  m o d e  II  lo ad in g , respectively. T his case is ag a in  
sim ilar to its o r th o tro p ic  (transverse ly  iso tro p ic ) c o u n te rp a r t  [70],
Appendix 4. Comparison of solutions involving complex and imaginary roots with 
their isotropic counterpart
Sim ilarity  o r  d issim ila rity  o f  the p re sen t a sy m p to tic  so lu tio n s invo lv ing  com plex  an d  
im ag in ary  ro o ts  w ith  th e ir iso tro p ic  c o u n te rp a r ts , re ferred  to  in Sec tion  5, is p resen ted  here.
(a )  Isotropic materials
T h e  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts fo r ail iso tro p ic  m ate ria l c an  be  rew ritten  in  the  fo rm  (fo r 
n =  0) [44]:
LI{.x,y) =  as{ikf ps exp(//n//), (11 la )
F(.y, j )  =  bs(ik)sps exp(//n//), (111b)
in w hich
/> = ± ( j ± 1). (112)
p =  V y 2 +  r 2, (113)
i// =  tail 1 (114)
T h ere fo re , fo r a il iso tro p ic  m ate ria l w hen  y  =  0, i// =  n /2 fo r all positive  values o f  r.
( b)  Solution involving complex roots
G o in g  b ack  to  E q u a tio n s  (13a, b ) a n d  (21), the  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts can  be rew ritten  in  the 
fo rm  (fo r n =  0):
LI{.x,y) =  us{ikf{x +  p y f  =  us{ikf ps exp(«-i//), (115a)


























































in w hich  p  and  \j/ c an  be  re w ritten  as follow s:
p  =  j ( x ± f y f  +  r r y - ,  (116)
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T h ere fo re , fo r a cub ic  c rysta l w ith  com plex  ro o ts  w hen  ,v =  0.
fo r all p ositive  va lues o f  r , w hich  d iffers fro m  its iso tro p ic  c o u n te rp a r t.
(c )  Solution involving imaginary roots
G o in g  b ack  to  E q u a tio n s  (13a, b ) and  (38), th e  in -p lan e  d isp lacem en ts can  be  rew ritten  in  the  
fo rm  (fo r n =  0):
U (x ,y )  =  as( ik Y (x  +  p y Y  =  ai ( ikY p i exp(wi^), (1 19a)
K(.v,r) =  b„(ikY(x  +  p y Y  =  bs( ik Y p > exp(wi^), (1 19b)
in w hich  p  and  ijj c an  be  re w ritten  as follow s:
p =  J x -  +  ( ± l - ± r,)2y - ,  (120)
^  =  tan-1^ ± ^ ?j)-r j .  (121)
T h ere fo re , fo r a cub ic  c ry sta l w ith  im ag in ary  ro o ts  w hen  .v =  0, \j/ =  j t /2  fo r all po sitiv e  values 
o f  r, w hich  is in  acco rd  w ith  its iso tro p ic  c o u n te rp a rt.
Appendix 5. Determination of critical stress for bond kinking in shear
Som e o f  th e  d e ta ils  o f  th e  m a th em a tica l d e riv a tio n  o f  th e  so lu tio n  fo r critica l app lied  stress fo r 
b o n d  fa ilu re  in shear, referred  to  in  Sec tion  8, a re  p resen ted  here. T h e  to ta l  p o te n tia l energy, 
n 5 is given by
EL, =  (/„ +  M'r, (122)
in w hich  Us rep resen ts th e  s tra in  energy in shear, w hereas W  d en o tes  th e  p o te n tia l d u e  to  
app lied  stress, <r+, responsib le  fo r shear d e fo rm a tio n  o f  bonds.
Us c an  be  w ritten  as follow s:
f c x v r )2d r ,  (123)
“ ■^66 Jo
w here
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W  c an  be w ritten  as ( fo r it0 >  n)
f L . I dv 1 /d!(0y  /d(//o —h)
w = ~ L a‘ k + 2 '  '
//, u0 a n d  v a re  assum ed  in the  fo rm  o f  F o u rie r  series as g iven below:




= J 2 ^ sh{ !r B -  <,28>
S u b s titu tio n  o f  E q u a tio n s  (126)—(128) in to  E q u a tio n s  (123)—(125), a n d  fu r th e r  su b s titu tio n  o f  
the  resu lts in to  E q u a tio n  (122), a n d  ap p ly in g  the  p rin cip le  o f  s ta tio n a rity  o f  th e  to ta l  p o ten tia l 
energy  will yield th e  critica l ap p lied  stress fo r b o n d  fa ilu re  in  sh ea r as given below :
~+ ' • n =  1 , 2 , . . .  (129)
■^66 (.///0 .///)
T he low est, <t+ , is o b ta in ed  w hen  n =  1, an d  is ap p ro x im ated  by
4   ^  ^ YbJ
■^66 (./o / ) / / '  .Vaa fc f^) /b i t)
> Y M >  o, (130)
in w hich  f / L  =  y/,,/ is th e  sh ear s tra in  a t w hich  a b o n d  k in k s, an d  th is m akes the  c rack  tu rn  to  
a n o th e r  c leavage p lan e /d irec tio n . I f  th e  co m p u ted  yi,j is negative, it is ta k e n  as zero . A sim ilar 
analysis o n  u n lo ad in g  yields the  low est, a~„ w hich  is o b ta in ed  w hen  n =  1, an d  is given as 
follow s [56]:
—  ^ f l ^ J ^   ^ YbJ  i A / n n~ -  ~  • 0o >  Y bJ > 0, (131)
■v66 ( /f) -f- / )//. 6^6 
in w h ic h ./o /1, =  (fro — yi,j an d  f / L  =  yi,j.
Appendix 6 . Details of the derivation of the solution for determination of crack 
deviation angle
Som e o f  the  de ta ils  o f  th e  m a th em a tica l d e riv a tio n  o f  th e  so lu tio n  fo r c rack  d ev ia tio n  angle, 
re ferred  to  in Sec tion  9, a re  p resen ted  here. G re en ’s fu n c tio n  o p e ra to r  on  th e  left side o f  
E q u a tio n  (76) can  easily be o b ta in ed  as follow s:
r f ,v , r )  =  In 
T he final so lu tio n  is o f  th e  fo rm
.1’ + ---(1 + i’66<.)-V
Sbb
w here
//(.v, r )  =  hi(„y, r )  -  //2 ( . v , / ) ,  
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£/1 ( Y..)) = r
Jo
2 , 1^1 /i , +\ 2 
$66
d x 9 (135a)
M2(x,v) = \m / x
JO
>2 , *^11 / i , +\ 2 
6^6Z«r
T h e  b o n d  sh ear s tra in  c an  no w  be w ritte n  as follow s:
/VrI.Y..!') ^  <^>I ( V..)) = «|. ,r(-V..I'). 
S u b s titu tio n  o f  E q u a tio n  (135a) in to  E q u a tio n  (136) leads to
d.v. (135b)
(136)
h  (x.  .!')=■
^ 66<Ti«0
/ rJo 2 + S H 1 +-V66Cri
d.v. (137)
</>2 ( x . y )  can  sim ilarly  be o b ta in ed  by  rep lacin g  r  by  /  in E q u a tio n  (137). </>\.max is given by the 
co n d itio n
rJo
4 r
w hich  yields
I-1’2 + «  11 + s66<r+)x2 } { /  + iii (] + .v66cr+).v2}"
2 1^1 ri , +\ 2 
y  = — (I+-w C )-v . 
$66
d x  =  0, (138)
(139)
in w hich
F = ± ■'~i i 
■'66
(I +.?66®i) ..v =  ±.v tan  / (140)
as long  as
d r
tan  (B) =  - f - = ±
d.v
■' i i i j , -f- \---(I + ■''660',r )
■''66
1/2
.I’2 + — (I + .''66^ ).V2 #  0. 
$66
'Pi. max is sim ilarly  o b ta in ed  by rep lacing  i’ by  / .
(14!)
(142)
